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In Murray and
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 1, 1973

Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Shoplifters Foiled
By Alert Manager

10' Per Copy

Voi LXXXXIV No. 27

Committee To
Name New MSU
Head Selected

It was the oldest trick in the book
•
Three men and one woman came into the Utast.° Store WedFestus Moody brings in the
nesday about 3 p.m. to do some shopping Everyone but the
following which appeared in the
woman had a salesman waiting on him.
New Egypt Press, N.J.
The woman was over in another part of the store, but no one was
Seven years ago a farmer
watching her. The salesmen thought little about the'incident when
living near Mason City hung his
three of the customers left in a car, and the fourth on foot.
By Dwain McIntosh
the board began immediately to
vest on a fence post by the barn
Pearly McClure, a salesman, however noticed that a pistol was
M.C.
Garrott
organize the mechanics for
and
lock
the
of
that
part
and
up
locked,
chewed
yard A calf
missing from the gun case, usually left
A five-member screening choosing the sixth president of
the garment, including a pocket
was off the case and on top, with the door standing partially open
committee was named today to the school H Glenn Doran of
in which was a standard gold
Carl Vincent, store manager, looked out and saw the man who
Murray, board chairman, was
begin the process of selecting
for
looking
apparently
a
animal,
lot,
the
parking
week
watch. Last
left on foot standing across the
successor to Or Harry M. designated chairman of the
staid old milk cow. was buta car. Vincent went out the back way, got in his car, and drove out
Sparks, as president of Murray screening committee and
chered for beef, and the
on Highway 641, where the man was walking south.
authorized to appoint four other
State University.
into
get
man
the
saw
he
when
a
such
in
police,
found
the
timepiece was
Vincent pulled in to call
board members
the
has
held
who
Sparks,
car
the
position between the lungs of
the car with the three others. Vincent took off after
M D
He selected . Dr
post since January, 1968, ended
the cow that the respiration"I wouldn't have followed them, except I saw one of the men in
representative
faculty
by
Hassell,
plans
about
his
speculation
that
then
thought
"I
said
the
Vincent
of
out
pistol,"
a
filling
closing in and
the back seat hold up
making formal request for on the board; Bob T. Long,
lungs, kept the stern-winder
they had stolen it from us."
retirement during a meeting of Benton; Graves "Skip" Neale.
to
breakfast,
pancake
Council
the
Student
for
ticket
his
buys
Vincent chased the car through town, finally running them
wound up so that the watch had
Alexander
Eu
Murray High Principe,
the university board of regents. Murray; and Harry Lee
down past Five Points. They wouldn't open their car doors, and
lost only four minutes in the
be held at Murray High Saturday from 6 30 until 11 a.m. Tickets are $1 for "all you can eat- and may
After accepting his decision. Waterfield, Frankfort
Mayfield
the
out
head
finally managed to get past Vincent and
seven years
be purchased from a council representato c. or at the door.
The screening committee
Highway. Again Vincent pursued them
-- • held its first meeting following
the
out
flying
go
guns
the
of
one
saw
he
set
to
highway,
the
old
too
On down
When a man gets
adjournment of the board and
window, and about another 100 yards down the road, a sack with
a bad example, he starts giving
will continue to meet at twotwo more was thrown out
good advice.
week intervals
Vincent got the license number of the vehicle, but local
Contrary to speculation in the
llhonis
had
which
car,
the
that
authorities said this morning
Milt Josefsberg reports:
press, Sparks did not
statewide
plates, had not been found.
"President Thieu is interested
specify a retirement date He
group
the
that
added
He
$200
over
at
guns
the
valued
in
house
Vincent
in renting Juan Peron's
merely announced in a
Kenneth lines was selectee
was probably not college students as they were too old.
Madrid which brings up the
to newsmen that he
statement
of
man
young
the
"Had
outstanding
said
"We were very lucky to get our guns back," Vincent
old question, "('an Thieu live as
Red
County
to continue as
Calloway
The
"agreed
had
Two persons tia%e tiled for
the woman replaced the lock and closed the gun case, we wouldn't Murray and Calloway County
cheaply as Juan?"
Cross has a need for books and
president until deliberatior is
at
their
Jaycees
Murray
the
by
29
May
the
"
election in
have noticed it
completed" and a new
paper backs for service men to
"• ibership night" meeting
Maybe they've learned their lesson, maybe not. But one thing
Democratic primary according
A man trying to buy a horse
continuing
eir
MTh-th
assist
the
president is elected
at the Triangle Inn, Wednesday
to Marvin Harris, county court
from a Vermont farmer was for sure, they won't try it on Vincent again.
educational programs as they
He attributed the timing of his
the
of
president
Durbin,
Steve
clerk.
startled when he named $1000 as
return for service
to two factors -his age
decision
to
tribute
paid
Jaycees,
Murray
Joe Pat Wuichester has filed
his price. Nonetheless, the
Jean Blankenship, Chapter.
and the "favorable climate for a
by
done
work
outstanding
the
District
of
magistrate
for
countered
prospective buyer
Executive asks that persons
change" on the campus which
Mr. Imes. Imes expressed his
Three, and Garvin Phillips has
with a reasonable $100 offer
examine their bookshelves and
he described as a "general
honor
for
the
appreciation
announced for county *der.
-That's a heck of a discount,"
if they have any fairly recent
feeling of calm and stability
upon
him.
bestowed
nd_
A
is
owner
take
Winchester
I'll
"but
mused the farmer,
or non-fiction books, inJohn Chastine of Lexington,
Printing War reflects the sense of
it." As the buyer counted out
persons no operator of Winchester
good
condition,
on
University
the
Jaycees,
of
State
state
Murray
president
Murray
Vocational
The
Company, on North Fourth. ICAisiAsued on Page Sixteen)
the money he couldn't, resist
longer want to please bring
Murray
to
at
the
become
-12
the
members
of
the
urged
February
Chapter
School
Winchester lives irt the
had
he
why
asking the farmer
them to the Red Cross Office on
Woman's Clubhouse tonight involved in the civic and
Community, Route
Grove
accepted $100 after first naming Distributive Education Clubs of
courthe
of
'the second floor
at 7:30.
governmental affairs of their
Seven.
ten times that sum. "Well," he American DECA) will hold a I Thursday)
thouse
Doran, communities.
Marilyn
Mess
He has been in the printing
said, "I thought maybe you'd contest to select the local DECA
The books will be used in
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
director
of
.J
.
I.
Hortin,
Dr.
the
daughter
to
represent
Sweetheart
for twenty years. and
business
like to own a $1000 horse."
the
cooperation with
Continuing
Doran. currently journalism at Murray State.
school at the Western Kentucky Wayne
his own shop since
owned
has
Preparation
Education
DECA Sweetheart for delivered an address on
1964 Winchester has worked for
Fellew complained that when Regional Career Leadership reigning
State
Murray
at
Program
Kenneth C. lines
crown the new "Looking Ahead with th#
both local newspapers and was
eggs are cheap his hens lay like competition_ to be held at the chapter, will
University
outstanding Young Man
candglate queen.
(Continued on Page Sixteeei
connected with the Calloway
crazy, but when they are
Mrs. Mary Lee Tinsley
County Shopper
Brownfield ) former DECA
i Continued on Page Sixteen)
He is a graduate of New
Sweetheart for the State of
Concord High School and is the
The 35th annual West KenKentucky will act as the
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. tucky. Firemen's Training
mistress of ceremonies acWinchester, who now live on the Association School will be held
cording to Roderick Reed,
Concord Highway.
in Murray April 28-29. acchapter president, who will
Winchester is married to the cording to fire chief Jackie
introduce Mrs. Tinsley.Instruction will include former Hilda Wyatt. They'have
The Murray Vocational
Cooper.
Local chapter members from
School will offer courses in the operation of two-and-four three children, Randy, 15,
This is the first time the
County
lubrication
Calloway
and
and
engines,
Murray
cycle small
Small Engine Repair
Mark, 11, and Pam, 9.
of
presiuent
department has hoste):1
Murray
Thompson,
Rex
High Schools eligible for the
principles of Air Conditioning systems, cooling systems. fuel
Phillips, of Murray Route the school ton& 1961, Cooper
the -Murray Lions Clu§grecently
Colson,
systems,
Ava
:
be
electrical
will
crown
Refrigeration
systems,
and
Phillip.
of
co-owner
Five, is
Opryland U.S.A. will hold
of W0.00 to
said.
Paula Cook, Mary Devine, presented a check
The 72 hour class in the trouble-shooting, and over- Brothers Clean-Up Shop in
auditions for its live shows for
director
band
The school is for both paid and
Goodwin,
Terry
Sandy
Hendon,
Conditioning
Air
haul
Marsha
of
New
principles
the
in
active
is
He
Tuesday,
Murray.
on
the 1973 season
volunteer firemen in Western
at ('alloway County High and Refrigeration Units will
Jones,
Paula
Johnson,
has
and
Club,
Parents
February 6, from 12:00 p.m.
Each person will be en- Concord
a two
entUcky, and will feature
Rheaneita Lamb, Melia Lan- School The band is in
meet on Monday and Wedserved as president twice.
until 5:00-p.m., at the Murray
to work on his own
couraged
816,000.00
to
from the fire niarraise
project
speakers
year
caster, Charlotte Mathis,
nesday evenings from 6:30 until
Phillips, the son of Mr. and shall's office, and the Kentucky
State University, Fine Arts
engine The school will furnish
Debbie for uniforms for the band.
beginning on
Morrison,
p.m.
30
9
Denise
tools Mrs. Ernest Phillips, Route Inspection Bureau, which
Building.
Goodwin, also a Lion mem- February 5. The class will be 12 the necessary specialized
Nance, Anna Red-non, Sandra
Five, served in Korea in the determines local insurance
According to Joe Peczi,
for complete maintenance
pleased
very
was
he
said
ber,
weeks in length.
Scott, Jennifer Tabers and Nora
Korean conflict. Phillips has rates
Marilyn Doran
manager of live entertainment,
the
made
the
Lions
that
The class will concern itself
There will be a $5 registration one son, Shane, who is nine
Wyatt.
—To Crown Ne'.% Queen
Opryland is seeking persons
this
indicated
Demonstrations will also be
with a study of the electrical fee due the first night. The class
Judging will be based on donation and
between the ages of 18 and 25
amount
on various types of fireheld
the
total
bring
would
people
18
and
to
analyzation
and refrigerant
will be limited
general attitudes, social
who can sing, dance or play
fighting equipment, Cooper
raised to about $4,500 00. The trouble-shooting. Methods of Registration may be made by
,
personality
behavior,
musical instruments.
said. Cooper is president of the
DECA, Endicott, New York native is in refrigerant recharging will also contacting the school between
of
knowledge
Peczi also said puppeteers,
director be emphasized.
band
Training Association.
year
as
his
first
p.m.
00
4
and
8:00
of
the hours
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
magicians, folk groups, and any
A planning session was held
and said he was most impressed
registration at 753-1870, or by writing the
$5
a
be
will
There
other persons with presentable
A youth revival will be held at
with the manner in which the fee for the course. There is also school at 18th at Sycamore
BRUNSWICK, MA--Navy this week for the school Oftalent are also welcome to the Shady Grove Baptist Church Temple Hill Lodge No.
community is responding to the a textbook for the course which
Petty Officer Third Class Mark ficials present were Howling
Bruce Shaeffer, day Auto
audition.
on
Friday, Saturday, and
drive.
S. Pierce, son of Mr. and Mrs. Green Chief Bellamy, Paducah
may be purchased at the school.
the
at
Saturday
Instructor
Meet
Mechanics
"All of our live stage Sunday, with Rev. Joe Kelsey 276 To
Pierce of Route 1, Captain Wooten, Hopkinsville
Thompson, in making the The class will be limited to 18
will be the Frelon
are as the speaker.
presentations
Cannon
"The people. Registration may be Vocational School,
Floyd
Kirksey, has left his homebase Chief
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 presentation, said
instructor for this course.
professionally produced for.
at the Brunswick Naval Air Madisonville Training CoorServices will be held on Free and Accepted Masons will Murray Lions Club is greatly made by contacting the school
Opryland especially," said Friday and Saturday at 730 meet in a stated session on appreciative of this fine high between the hours of 8:00 a.m.
Station for a five month dinator Carl McGee, Paducah
Peczi. "and we are looking for p.m. and on Sunday at eleven Saturday, February 3, at seven school band,and we're just glad and 4:00 p.m. at 753-1870, or by
the Captain
to
Crouch,
deployment
B.G.
MEET
AT PARIS
young people who are serious
Mediterranean with Patrol Hopkinsville Major James H.
the Lions can have a part in writing or visiting the school
p.m.
. and seven p.m.
—'
about performing."
Work will be in the Master providing uniforms for them." located at 18th and Sycamore.
Moore, Morganfield - Chief
Harold Eversmeyer, Joe Squadron 23.
Special music will be by the
While in the Mediterranean, Howard Dandy, Murray Chief
He said each of the shows are Songmasters Quartet.
The Mason degree. All members are He said this represented a
Arthur Jewell, instructor of Rose, Tom Turner, and J. D.
double cast and persons public is invited to attend, expected to attend and visitors portion of the money raised Appliance Repair at the Rayburn. members of the his squadron will fly the Jackie Cooper, Mayfield
selected must be available to according to the church pastor, are welcome, according to a during the Lions Club Radio Vocational School, will be the Murray Kiwanis Club, attended Lockheed P-3 Orion aircraft on Captain Bob Wheeler. Murray
lodge spokesman.
work both evening and morning Rev. Jerry Lee.
Auction in December
the meeting of the Kiwanis aerial surveillance, search and Inspector Clarence Boren. and
instructor for this course.
shifts, on a weekly rotating
The 36-hour course in Small Club, Paris, Tenn . held rescue and photographic in- Murray Assistant Chief Clayton
telligence missions.
Garland.
basis.
Engine Tune-Up and Repair Tuesday evening.
will begin February 6. The class
Opryland U.S A. opens for the
will meet on Tuesday and
1973 season on April 22,
Thursday evenings from 630
weekends only until Memorial
until 930 p.m., three hours per
Day when it will begin a seven
night, for six weeks.
day a-week schedule.

Jaycees Select Imes As
'Outstanding Young Man

Books Needed By
The Red Cross For
Special Programs

Two Persons
File Here
For Office

New DECA Sweetheart To Be
Crowned At Clubhouse Tonight

Lions Give 'Vocational School Will
$500,To
Offer Two Night Classes
t Band

Opryland To
Hold Auditions
Here Next Week

Pierce Leaves For
Mediterranean Duty

Youth Revival To
Be At Shady Grove

County Clerk's
Office To Be
Open Saturday

The Weather
Cloudy, windy and mild today
with showers likely ,and the
possibility of' a irle scattered
thundershowers. Highs in the
low 60s. Cloudy with a chance
of showers tonight through Friday and slightly cooler. Lows
tonight in the upper 30s. Highs
Friday in the mid 50s. Saturday
partly cloudy and cooler.

sr.

Kentucky Extended Outlook
Fair Saturday. Showers likely
Sunday followed by decreasing
cloudiness and cooler Monday
Lows in the Ws. Highs in the
50s Saturday, lowering to the
Ms Monday.

Murray To
Host School
For Firemen

Rex Thompson,president of the Murray Lions Club, right, is shown presenting Terry Goodwin with
a check for $500.00. from the local lions. Goodwin is hand director at Calloway' County High %hose 93
member hand is attempting to raise $16,000.00 for band uniforms.

4

Marvin Harris, County Clerk,
has announced that his office
will be open on Saturday's
through tile month of February.
for motorists to buy their 1973
auto license plates.
Harris said the plates must be
on the car by March 1, 1973, and
that trucks must be:licensed by
—
April 1.
for
PIANNING SESSION—A planninrsession was held this week at the Murray Fire Department
The office will maintain
be held here
will
which
School,
Association
Training
Mermen's
Kentucky
Western
annual
35th
regular hours through the week; the
__
iiT28-79.11118111131e Bratthne Mute 19.1 thatthe Mutiny department has hosted the schooland will be open from 8 a.m. to 4
Staff Photo hy Da t id Hill
p.m on Saturdays .
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Weicker ignores GOOD NEWS
Company
the old rules

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER 1.
TIMES PUBLISHING COM
PANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St • Murray,
Kentucky 47071, Phone 753 1916
W P Williams, President (1941
1963)
James C Williams, Eclacir and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor
and Production Manager
We reserve the right to relecl any
Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in
our opinion, are not for the best
in
terest of our readers
National Representatives Wallace
Witmer'Co 1509 Madison Ave
Memphis, Tn Time & Life Bldg ,
New 'Y or k, N Y Stephenson Bldg
,
Detroit. Mich
Subscription Rates By Carrier in
Murray S 35 per week, S1
month, 518 20 per year By Tail
52
Per
in
Si 50 per year other destinations CallOway and adiotning counties,
within 150 miles of Murray,
$15
. fur year. more than 150 miles
00
from Murray. S111.00 per year All mail
SubScriptions plus 5 percent
state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office Murray,
KentLcky, for transmission
as.,„Second Class Matter

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

0

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Communi
ty
is the Intirity of its Newspaper

SMOKING
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You Watch. . . .
Tit miny respeds, prethding the headlines is
easier than forecasting the weather. Anyone can do
it, if he makes sure his hunch is a general one. This is
particularly true with Congress. Gazing into his
crystal
ball, even the amateur can see a few
things. For instance:
-Congress will weigh heavily the pros and cons of
tax reform, and then postpone action until next year.
-Congress will then blame the Nixon administration for either "adding a new element to the
Controversy" or for "failure to exert leadership."
-The Nixon administration will accuse Congress
of doing the latter, if Congress claims the former,
and the former if Congress chooses the latter.
-Ways and Means Chairman Wilbur Mills of the
House will then make an important statement on the
matter
-Pundits will 'follow up with yet another
biography of Rep. Mills.
-And finally, the overriding issue of the 1974
congressional elections will be the need for tax
reform. generously sprinkled with threats of taxpayer revolt.
The forecast for '740 Snow in Siberia and swallows
caming home to Capistrano -Nashville (Tenni
Banner.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER IA TIMES PILE

.-

A group of interested Calloway County citizens
et January 31:1 to discuss the needs of the county for
a program in Mental Hygiene as a service of the
Calloway County Health Department.
"Spring is on the way. Charlie Costello talking
about the opening of the popular Sue & Charlie's,"
from the column. "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
New Concord's Redbirds won a 61 to 55 decision
from the Murray Training School Colts to capture
the Calloway County basketball championship
crown. In the semi-finals New Concord beat Lynn
Grove and Murray Training School beat Kirksey.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds defeated the
University of Miami Hurricanes 69 to 63. in a
basketball game. Beshear and Crittenden both had
24 points each for Murray.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

W. R. (Willie) Tatum, age 75, formerly of
Calloway County, died at his home in Paducah
yesterday.
The county sehools are closed today because of the
conditions of the county roads. An attempt was
made the past three days to operate the county
schools, but great difficulties were encountered
including buses sliding off into side ditches.
The dedication services of the new church building
at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church will be held
Sunday. Rev. ('barley. Salmon is pastor.
The Charles E. Story Company of Benton submitted the low bid of $117,924 for construction of an
amphitheater at Kentucky Lake State Park.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
What therefore God hath joined togethe
r, let no
man put asunder.-Mark 10:9.

Selfish partners often
married happiness, -

disrupt God's plan for

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riirtet
It is not true that there may be a similarity between the perspectives of King Canute and
King.
Richard. Canute wished to admonish his courtie
rs:.
by demonstrating to themlbe.futility of flattery.
He
.` commanded the ocean waves to retreat and,
of
., course, they did not. King Richard wishes to
admonish an entire nation with commands to retreatnot from waves of flattery but from domestic
progress, criticism of special,, privilege and simple
frankness_ If there is a bettei4 exercise in futility
it
has not yet been invented.
.
"The dread and fear of kings."
-William Shakespeare
in "Merchant of Venice"
ft
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Copley Nom Limes

Nixon Cautions Against High
Government Spending In Speech
"The government never has to
pay off the debt, any inure than
industry or homeowners as a
group have to pay off theirs. As
an individual you must pay the
mortgage. But collectively, all
mortgages don't have to be

WASHINGTON P
Capitol
Hill, if you believe some published reports, is a haven of
secrecy, misspent efforts,
subservience to the White
House and, in general, a
household where goofing off is
discreetly tolerated.
Senators, particularly, have
been accused of being aloof,
separated from the Interests
of their constituents and most
interested in their personal
politcal gain.
-- -One senator who doesn't
think this is so and is out to
dispel images in his own way
19 Lowell Weicker of Connecticut.
By senatorial standards,
Weicker LS a towering individual: about 6 feet 2, well over
225 pounds and possessed of a
heavy handshake.
Weicker, a former congressman, is the junior senator from Connecticut and
must live to some degree in
the shadow
of senior
Abraham Ribicoff, a Democrat.
Elected in 1972, Weicker
came into office as just another freshman picked in a small
state in a three-party race. He
holds the seat maintained for
several years by Democrat
Thomas Dodd
What seems to separate
freshman Weicker from the
rest of the heap is that he does
not care much about procedure, protocol, seniority or
the fact that being a newcomer from a small and politically unimportant state
should affect his performance.
A reporter found this respunsive chord recently in
making an inquiry through
Weicker's press secretary on
a topic of general Senate interest.
•'Would you like to speak to
the senator" was the reply
from a receptionist.
Within seconds, Weicker
was on the phone, discussing
the question arid related items
and with no apparent Interest

in hanging up.
Some senators, and many
prima donna& in private business, have been known to drop
the receiver in mid-sentence
during a fit of pique to,avoid
facing reality.
Not so with Weicker. It was
later learned that Weicker
has no press policy in the traditional sense. If a reporter
stops by the office and he is in,
the appointments calendar is
forgotten.
Such an attitude is boggling
to the average newsman who
is more accustomed to requesting a private talk with a
senator and eventually findmg himself cloistered with
the man and at least one or
two staff assistants who wait
with heavy breath on the subject matter of questions
asked. At least one of the senatorial hangers-on in the latter interviews is armed with a
tape recorder to question the
nuts and bolts of any quotation later printed.
Weicker knows his press
policy goes against the gram
of the Senate where aloofness,
posturing and evasiveness are
the order of the day.
At 41, Weicker is one of the
Senate's Young Turk aggregation, an East Coast aristocrat, born in Paris and educated in the proper seaboard
circles Yale and the University of Virginal.
Some say that Weicker's
free-and-easy aUtaude is part
of a conceived master plan to
"make friends with the reporters - like all the candidates do"
Weicker's basic approach,
however, krkicks this theory.
It seems to one observer
that he is a duly elected senator, well-grounded on issues
and with no immediate interests in anything except his job
and whether he has white or
red wine with dinner.
In a city wre pohtcal artificiality is the name of the
game, the junior senator from
Constitution State is a refreshing breath of air.
And any "Nutmeger" would
know what that rtleatta.

starts
car pool

.By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
It's no news flash that the
downtown areas of most
American cities are midday
nightmares for the average
motorist. Traffic is jammed,
street parking slots are scarcer than crew cuts at a rock
concert and some parking lots
are charging higher rates
than cheap hotels.
But it Ls encouraging news y,
when one of the nation's largest industrial firms tries to do
something about what is be:
coming man's worst enemy the automobile.
The Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co. of St. Paul
;3M) has cranked up a voluntary car pool program to ease
rush hour congestion in the
twin cities of St. Paul and
Minneapolis.
The company beginning in
March will offer 12-passenger
vans to employes willing to
operate car pools to test the
effectiveness of the plan.
Van drivers will ride to and
from work free and can use
the vehicles for off-duty driving at reasonable mileage
rates. Employe riders will
pay a monthly fee based on
mileage to and from work.
Raymond Herzog,3M president, estimates the monthly
rate at between $18 and $25 -far less in most cases than it
costs to drive a private car to
work and pas for parking.
It's the first time a private
corporation has undertaken
such a program in Minnesota,
Herzog says, and he doesn't
know of any comparable plan
anywhere 3M employs thousands of workers in the St.
Paul-Minneapolis area. The
volunteer pool system could
ease traffic congestion considerably.
More encouraging is the
fact that many other firms in
the nation with large numbers
of workers are watching to
see how the 3M system works.
If it is successful, other big
companies likely will give it a
try
Business management experts, looking down the road,
envision growing traffic problems which eventually could
require governrnent intervention with such rules as gasoline rationing and the padlocking of some downtown
areas against private autos to
ease congestion and force involuntary car pools whether
people like them or not -and
most folks don't,- -

By JOHN CUNNIFF
The consequences of an unacAP Business Analyst
ceptable level of inflation - acNEW YORK AP) - "The ('eptable is somewhere around 2
greatest threat to our new pros- per cent
were demonstrated
perity is excessive government in almost clinical fashion in respending." said President Nix- cent years as the nation sought
on in a brief radio address be- to finance a war abroad and sofore presenting Congress- a cial programs at hoMe.--Cautioned Heller: "You can-$268 7 billion budget, the big-- Viewing the big govern.
gest ever.
ment deficits, and noting that not extrapolate what happens
The President spoke those inflation was rising, many for- to you as an individual, bewords against a backdrop'of eign money men lost their long cause it is not happening to the
steadily rising federal ex- held faith in the dollar. They group." Man the individual
penditures, budget deficits in sold out for other currencies dies, he explained, but man colevery year but one in the past and for gold when they could lectively goes on. So does government. -The totals will al14, and a rising national debt get it.
now approitimating $441) bytlion
There was same justification ways go up."
It might shock some people,
The projected $12 billion dMi- for their fears. U.S. goods were
cit for fiscal 1974, to begini at losing their competitive edge: Heller suggested, to realize that
midyear, follows these other overpriced because of inflation, every type of debt .-indeficits since 1965 ) in billions ) • they lost some of their share in italliiient, homeowner, industrial and the like -- is rising at
1965
$1.60 markets abroad
1966
-- As a result, the balance of faster rate than the federal
3.80
1967
8,70 trade, which with government debt.
One of the dangers in deficits
1968
25.16 vending abroad makes up the
1969
surplus payments balance, went into and debt is that, if unconBY
1970
2.85 the red for the first time this trolled, they can impose themLONEL
TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
selves
on
1971
the
economy
century
so
23.03
The United States was
1972
23.02 importing more than it export- strongly that they cannot be financed through regular lending
19731 est
FRANKFORT. Ky.-Failure clarify thel problem through his
20.00125.00 ed.
What is the meaning of these
- This set the stage for the facilities. McCracken ex- to trade a low "draft" number article.
plained.
for a high one, based on belated
The "draft" Law is explicit
deficits' And how long can they nation's first devaluation.
But that debt, when it can be documentation t delayed birth with respect to when the board
continue?
And, in an effort to cut inflation
Economists quickly dismiss and restore stability, govern- handled, is among the solid as- certificate, school records and has authority
to
make
as meaningless the fears that mental restraints led to a re- sets of many financial in- affidavits has made a young correcting entries on official
many lay people have over the cession, accompanied by rising stitutions. -They hold govern- man whom we shall identify as records, and when not. A young
ment paper, collect interest on Nathan unhappy. We have a man furnishing documentation
size of budgets. The cousici is unemployment.
bigger each year, they say, so
But inflation is not an inevi- it, help refinance it and, in strong feeling that other young to establish a new date of birth
within the same birth year
why shouldn't the budget also table consequence of budget summary, consider it good as men have experienced a similar
situation, so we shall try to may do so prior to the National
be larger?
deficits. If an economy is oper- gold.
NOW
SAT.
lottery which establishes his
Will the debt ever be reRelative to the economy, fed- ating at less than its capacity,
"draft" number.
eral spending hasn't been grow- it can tolerate
She has soniething
even benefit duced? Perhaps, but most econing sharply, despite many opin- from the stimulus of - deficit omists don't see it occurring to
Conversely, the regulations
everyone needs.
read that the registrant may not
ions to the contrary. For more spending.
a marked degree.
He needs it
desperately.
have his "draft" number
than 20 years it has remained
To reduce it sharply, they Dear Editor
The most popular way of exclose to 20 per cent of the gross pressing the concept is through agreed, would be to risk jolting
In talking with my father 'I changed after the National
national product.
an explanation of the full em- the economy out of balance. have recently become aware of Lottery has taken place.
The verifying evidence shall
The excessive spending re- ployment budget concept, to Just as big deficits can be in- a problem facing many Kenflationary, but not necessarilly, tuckians: this is the condition of be placed in his file folder, but
ferred to by the President relates to deficits. And while
A budget deficit isn't in- big surpluses could be reces- our streets, roads, and high- no changes will be made on any
most economists show concern flationary if it is less than or eionary.and thus self-defeating. ways. Although I am Only a 16 of his Selective Service records
about them, there is sur- equal to receipts that would
year old high school junior, I am and he will not be issued a new
prisingly little fear.
have been produced if the econalready a licensed driver and Registration Certificate.
"Economists of both liberal omy were operating as its full
We believe we have a duty to
will probably be a Kentucky
wow
and conservative sides are not potential, this is, with optimem
warn young men born in 1954 to
taxpayer in the near future.
nearly as alarmed as the lay- employment I 4 to 4.5 per cent Dear Editor:
In comparison to the roads in check with their "draft" board
Years of bitter armed conflict Tennessee,
man," said Walter Heller, unemployment).
Kentucky's roads to be positive that the day,
chairman of the Council of EcoNixon supporters thus defend have ended in Vietnam, and I are far from perfect. I will month and year of their birth is
Niro weds' c..,•• 6•43••• opt
nomic Advisers under Presi- the projected $12 billion deficit hope that you will permit me to admit that I don't know where correctly recorded before the
invite your readers to send the Kentuck
Jan 31 thru Feb 3
dents Kennedy and Johnson.
as noninflationary.
y taxpayer's money fifth National lottery is held. At
CAPRI THEATER
"We must avoid the assumpThe 1968 deficit of $25.16 bil- money to CARE that alone can is being spent, but I don't think the time of this writing, the date
Nightly 6 and 8 1S p m
tion that red ink is akin to fis- lion, however, came at a time make possible the massive aid it is on road construction.
for the lottery has not been
Saturday Matinees
cal sin," said Paul McCracken, when the nation was operating we must provide.
1:15 and 3 30 pm
• In driving through the city of announced, but it is reasonable
Millions of men, women and
For Every Family.
who held the same title under at its maximum capacity.
to assume that it will be conMurray
recently
,
you
may
have
Nixon.
ducted within the next few
Plants and equipment were children are struggling to stay noticed the
various chuckholes
Tickets:
However, he added: '.'We fully utilized. And unemploy- alive amid the devastation of in
the
Adults-Advance $1.25,
streets. The road weeks.
must avoid the opposite mis- ment was around 3.5 per cent.- war. They are hungry. They departm
We
strongly
urge
the 1954
ent has made little
at the door $1.75
need doctors, nurses and
take, of trying to dismiss it as
, These are the jobless figures medical supplies
effort to fix these streets. Pogue 'draft" registrants not to be a
children under 12: $1.00
. Countless
if only the hair shirts, those
johnnie-come-lately."
Since 19651
thousands sleep in the open Avenue, a street intersecting
who haven't cottoned to modern
1965
the
one
on
which
I
live,
has
had
because
4.5
their former homes
wisdeln, should worry about
1966
3.8 have been reduced to rubble. a hole running from side to side
it."
1967
3.8 People are in search of both for the past two years, and the
In interviews with many
1968
3.6
missing dear ones and the city just now fixed it if you call
economists, the most feared
1969
it fixed).
3.5 means to stay alive.
consequence of deficits appears
1970
I may be oblivious to the
4.9
CARE
program
s
have
conto be inflation, even though
1971
reason
why these streets have
5.9
tinued in South Vietnam since
some cautioned that the rela1972
5.6 1954, and I am confident that not been repaired. However,
tionship is probably not as diAnd what about the big feder- your readers will
want to use these places are a menace, as
rect as might appear.
al debt? Is is harmful?
The Best Motion Picture of 197
CARE
to meet the monumental well ai a danger to the com1!
These are the inflation rates
"It's a problem," said Heller. challenge to save
munity. They could cause a flat
lives
that
for recent years, as measured "You've got to service
tire
and possibly a wreck.
the debt peat* .has brought. They can
by the Consumer Price Index:
and obtain the taxes to pay for reach into
If there is someone on the
a part of the world
1965
1.7 it. But it's not a problem we currentl
y in agony by sending a road department who can
1966
lAUCIIIIN MORES TAY( UR
2.9 should be losing any, sleep contribbtion
PG;
to: CARE Vietnam -justify as to winethese menaces
1967
2.9 over."
havebee
n
•
overlook
ed,
Fund,
I
would
8 E. Chestnut St.,
' Seen by more people Noon
1968
Fiddler,
4.2
It gives many people night- Columbus, Ohio
appreciate his writing to this
Show. Nicholas, Clockwork or French Lost Nichol?
43215.
1969
Connection'
5.4 mares. however: "How are we
newspap
er.
'
ee•
personal
They
ly
will
have
1970
5.9 ever going to pay Toi
PiOisibl
--mad
e*Ihe delivery MT
1971
4.3 ask.
CHEER FOR BILLY AT LEAST
Sincerely yours,
food, shelter and other
ONE MORE TIME!
1)172
3,4
To which Heller responds: ;lesperatelv needed
. Billy D. Flora
aid.
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THE DRAFT
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Miller-McKeel Engagement

fly

Stork Shower Held
For Mrs. Andrus
At Chapter Meet

vre

Dew_
I
.

btit

The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda held its
monthly meeting on Tuesday
evening, January 23, at the
home of Miss Cynthia Hart.
Discussion was held about the
chapter's spring rush party.
Plans were made for the
completion of the chapter's
scrap book that will be entered
in state competion at the convention in March.
Mrs. Martha Andrus was
pleasantly surprised with a
baby shower by the other
members.
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Atheist turns cold
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average
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r rates

shoulder on Gesundheit
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What would you have done in a case
like
this' A girl in our office sneezed, so I said, -God
bless
you" Instead of thanking me, she said, "You don't
have to
bother with that.'I'm an atheist" -NON
PLUSSED
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Mr. and Mrs. S.C. Story, right, 315 North Poplar Street, Paris, Tenn.,
formerly of Calloway
County, were honored at a reception in celebration of their 60th wedding
anniversary by their
children at their home. Also honored, as a surprise to them, were one of their
daughters, Mrs. Gilbert
Hurt and Mr. Hurt, left, of Chattanooga, Tenn., on their 30th anniversary. The Story's
were married
December 22, 1912 and the Hurt's on December 22, 1942. Refreshments were
served at the table
covered with a lace cloth and centered by a silver epergne of red and white
carnations and red
candles. The tiered cake was topped with a gold and white 10' and a smaller cake
for the Hurt's held
the numeral '30'. Children of Mr.and Mrs. Story are Mrs. Edgar Provine of Milan, Tenn.,
Glenn Story
of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and Mrs. Hurt. They have six grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.

-COOKING
IS FUN
fONif
,f0k, 1110••
•P 1..4 144,

SATURDAY NIGRT
REFRESHER
Cheese Tray with Crackers
Apncot Bars
Beverage
APRICOT BARS
We adapted this recipe from
the delightful -Cooking with
Wine and High Spirits" by Rebecca Caruba (Cornerstone Paperback )
1/2 cup butter
1/4 cup granulated sugar
1 1/3 cups unsifted flour
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 eggs
1 cup firmly packed light brown
sugar
1/4 cup apricot liqueur
1 cup dried apricots, nnsed in
hot water and cut up small
1/2 cup chopped imedium-findi
walnuts
In a medium mixing bowl
cream butter and granulated
sugar, stir in 1 cup of the flour,
pack mixture, pressing down
with fingers, in the bottom of a
buttered square cake pan )9 by
9 by 2 inches) Bake in a preheated 350-degree oven for 15
rrunutes Meanwiule on wax pa
per stir together the remaining
1/3 cup flour, baking powder
and salt And in a small mixing
bowl beat eggs with brown sug-eri—stie—ist flour mixture. Iv
liquer, apricots and walnuts.
Spread over hot base and bake
in the 350.degree oven for 30
minutes longer. Place pan on
wire rack to cool. Cut into small
bars using a small metal
spatula; between cuts, wipe
spatula clean under cold
running water and leave damp
as you use it. Store bars between sheets of wax paper or
plastic wrap in a tightly covered
_box. Makes 32.

Sugar Softener
To restore moisture to
hardened brown sugar, place
a slice of apple on a piece of
waxed paper atop the sugar
and cover the container .
tightly. Discard the apple
slice and paper after the sugar is soft again.

F.BIRTHSJ

Edith Hutchins. Is
Crowned As Queen
Murray TOPS Club

DEAR ABBY: I can't believe I am actually writing
a
"Dear Abby" letter. My husband just left for
"Bosses
Night" and I'm sitting here with red eyes
"Bosses Night" is a once-a year affair, which features
dinner, live music, and no spouses! My husband thinks
it's
niee I think it stinks!
I told my husband that if my wort had a
similar
fwiction, he would strongly °Nen to my going,
and to
make him happy I would stay home
He said I was all upset over nothing. Am l' How
would
you handle this next year?
FEELING BLUE & SEEING RED
DEAR SEEING: I would get together with a few of
the
other -bosses' wives" and treat myself to Use hest rntertaisaleot is tows.

FENNEL BOY
Mr. arid Mrs. Kenneth Fennel
of Dexter Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Ray
The sixth annual Queen's
Lynn. weighing seven pounds
DEAR ABBY I've bees dating this girl for a year or
three ounces, born on Monday, Coronation of TOPS No. Kenso
Things were pretty tight between us We were supposed
January 29, at 2:43 p.m. at the tucky 34 was held recently at
to
go
ice
skating
last week, but something came up and I
Murray-Calloway County the Calloway County Health
absolutely could not make it I didn't want my girl
Center.
Hospital.
to sit
borne, so I asked my best friend to take her.
Peggy Carraway, mistress of
The new father is employed
Well,
he
took
her all right It turned out he took her
the
by the Murray Division of the ceremonies, opened
skating on Wednesday. to dinner on Thursday, to
ceremony by reading an
play
Tappan Company.
tennis on Friday, and to a drivean movie on Sunday
He
Grandparents are Mr. and original poem entitled "Tribute
would
have
taken
her
out Saturday night. too, but he had to
Mrs. Homer Fennel of Murray _To Queen."
work.
Lou Key, 1971 Queen, was
and Mr. and Mrs. Royal Parker
)
I didn't expect this to happen because we were such
of Dexter Route One. Great recognizedand was presented 'a
good friends I thought I could trust him What should
I do'
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. cor.,age of yellow roses. Mrs.
DON
Lawson Fennel, Mrs. Nellie Key has had a weight loss of
pounds since joining
DEAR DON: Start Woking for another girl. But
Burkeen, and Mrs. Nettie fifty
don't
blame your friend. If year girl was really "year " gIrl,
Burkeen, all of Dexter Route TOPS. She gave a short talk on
she
TOPS
how
had
helped
wouldn't have bees so easily lured away.
her
One.
achieve success.
Mrs. Carraway announced
HARDY BOY
DEAR ABBY Your computer date girl who was taken
Christopher Matthew is the that Barbara Jewell was Queen
for $295 by a phony dating bureau is all wrong Even
the
name chosen hy Mr. and Mrs. runnerup with a weight loss of
her contract contained phrases like -cannot guarantee
' and
"whenever possible," they did guarantee some effort
Michael Hardy, 1106 College 41,2 pounds. and was presented
on
their part. and they are indeed liable for this effort
Court,4 4urray, for their baby one long stern red carnation and
boy, weighing six pounds eleven an engraved necklace. She
By analogy, a medical doctor may state honestly that
he cannot guarantee the success of a given treatment or
ounces, born on Monday, joined TOPS in January 1972
operation Now, if said doctor performs honestly and
January 29, at 1153 p.m. at the
The highlight of the evening
fails,
that's one. thing But if he merely fails to perform,
Murray-Calloway County was the announcement of the
or
performs negligently, that's something PIse again
Hospital.
Queen of the year for 1972 who
The
date
The new father is a senior at was Edith Hutchens with a
bureau agreed to do certain things, and if
they did not fulfill their promised obligations, they
Murray State University
weight loss of 48 34 pounds. She
are
nothing but "sweet sue able"—and the sooner we sue this
Grandparents are Mr. and
was presented with an arm
kind of "sue-age" the better.
Mrs. John Robert Hardy and spray of red carnations, a jade
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Frye, all of and diamond pendant, and a
J. D. C.: ST HELENA, CAL.
Washington, Ind. A great TOPS crown charm. She was
grandfather is Taylor Frye of crowned by reigning queen Lou
Cannelburg. Ind
Key.
Immediately
after
the
coronation.refreshments were
served from the beautifully
The Baptist Women of the
Thursday, February 1
decorated table overlaid with a
The National - Ballet • of Kirksey Church will meet at the
gold cloth under lace. The
Washington will appear in church at 6.30 p ni
centerpiece was of bronze and
concert at the Murray State
gold mums, colored wheat, and
The Garden Department of
University auditorium at 8 15
The host families for In- baby's breath in a wicker p.m. All subscribers to the 1972- the Murray Woman's Club will
ternationals at Murray met at basket. On either side c° the 73 Civic Music Association
and meet at the club house at 1:30
the Baptist Student Union centerpiece was a gold candle. all MSU
p.m. with Mrs. Clifton Key in
students
with
II)
cards
center on Sunday, January 21, Silver appointments were used. will be admitted
charge of the program.
.
Refreshments of coffee,
at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Those present were Dr. and spiced tea, and low calorie
Freed Cotham, Guy Billington,
Homemak
The
Night
Owl
ers
Mrs. J.B. Dover, Mrs Howard cookies were served by the
I. Linton Clanton„ M.C. Henry,
Club will meet with Mrs.
Keller, Mrs. Earl Warford, and hostesses for the evening,
and W.B. Graves.
Carolyn Light at seven p.m.
Bonnie
Jones,
Brenda Edens,
Mr and Mrs. George Gray,
and
Peggy Carraway.
Mrs. Durwood Beatty, Gene
Friday, February 2
The Murray-Calloway County
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Murray TOPS meet each Jaycettes
The Golden Age Club will
Mrs.
will
meet
with
Rogers, James R. Venza, Mrs. Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
have its potluck luncheon
Linda Waugh at 7:30 p.m.
Eugene Schanbacher, Mrs. Calloway County Health Center.
meeting at the social hall of the
W.J. Pitman, John Wells, Mrs. For more information call
First United Methodist Church
Women of the Murray Moose
Crawford Ray,and Mr and Mrs. Brenda Edens at 753-9669 or
Lodge will meet at the lodge at noon. Donald Brock will be
W.A. Erwin.
Peggy Carraway at 753-3510.
guest speaker.
hall at eight p.m.

Host Families Of
Internationals
Meet At Center

Saturday. February 3
The Murray High Student
Council will have a pancake
breakfast at the cafeteria of the
new high school from 6:30 to
eleven a.m. Cost is one dollar.
Clean up day will be held at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Gospel singing featuring the
Happy Gospel Sounds will be
held at Coldwater United
Methodist Church at seven p.m.
Monday. February 5
Tht -.Licensed Practical
Names will-have a
business
meeting in the conference room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at seven p.m.

"Only ONE Valentine Kiss!"
The independent insurance
agent handles the policies of'
several companies--he is not
the employee of one insurance
company. The independent
agent represents you, not the
company, in getting a fair
settlement of your loss claim.
the Murray Insurance Agency,
is an independent insurance
agency.

Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet with Mrs.
Olga Freeman at 7:30 p.m.
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's- Club will
meet at 11:30a m.

INSURANCE AGENCY
BEL AIR CENTER

753-475l

In December the chapter
chose two young women as
Ideal Sorotity sisters who were
Mrs. Andrus and Kiss Cynthia
Hart.

DEAR NON: I Wouldn't have done anything. But the
acid
time she sneezes, tell her to take good care of
herself
because if she ever gets pneumonia she won't have a
prayer.

Edith Hutchins, center, was crowned as 1972 Queen of the Murray TOPS
Chili. On the kit is Lou
'4ey,-1971 Queen,and on the right is Barbara Jewell, 1972 Queen runnerup

The United Methodist Women
of Coldwater Church will meet
at seven p.m, -

Refreshments were served
Present were Glenda Smith,
Carolyn Parks, Jeanie Lamb,
Jo Wilson, Melody Swift, Helen
Spann, Cynthia Hart, Joyce
Houston, Loretta Jobs, Martha
Andrus, Patsy Woodall, and
Jean Richerson.

Miss Jan Alice Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Hardirruin Miller of Hazel Route Two
announce
• the engagement and approaching marriage of
their only
daughter, Jan Alice, to William Allen McKeel,son of Mr
. and Mrs
Bill E. McKee! of Murray Route Five.
The bride-elect is a senior at ('alloway County High
School. She
is the grand-daughter of Mrs. Katy Miller of Hazel
Route Two.
Mr. McKeel was a 1972 graduate of Murray High School
and
attended Murray State University. He is presently' employed
by
Bill McKeel and Son Retail Distributor's of Ryan
Milk Company.
A June wedding La being planned.

--`1
Vi44.114,
Chester Willie of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Denius Fisher of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Alice Steely
Hostess For Meet
Paris Road Club
The home of Mrs. Alice Steely
was the scene of the January
nieeting of the Pans Road
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Mary Alice Gee,
presiding.
Mrs. I iirue Thompson and
Mrs. Barbara White presented
the maid lesson on -Growing
Older With A Purpose."' They
said persons can make their
lives and others lives miserable
if older persons do not try to
make themselves useful.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Dewey Grogan who read
from Isaiah 26 3 and gave the
thought, "When God measures
man, he puts a tape around his
heart not his head." Mrs. Ina
Nesbitt read the minutes and
called the roll with each one
naming her favorite Christmas
gift.
Mrs. Noble Brandon lead the
recreational period. It was
announced that new carpet had
been Installed in the extension
office kitchen and meeting
room.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Steely. Other members
present were Mesdames Lucille
Hart, Margaret Roch, Della
Taylor, Reble Steely, Mavis
Gibbs, Ola McIntosh, Linda
Blakely, Carol Smith, Myrtle
Macirey,.and Amy Wilson. Two
visitors were Miss Janet Smith
and Miss Renee Grogan,
The February meeting will be
held with Mrs. Noble Brandon.

Bowling Party Held
By Calloway 4-H
Club On Monday
The Calloway Count) 4-H
Teen Club held a bowling party
at Corvette lanes on Monday
evening, January 29.
After the bowling session the
group went to Tom's Pizza
Palace for refreshments.
Members present were Steve
Howard, Renee Sledd, Larry
law rence, Sandra Stark, Diane
Harrison, Janet Usrey, Alene
Paschall, Carolyn Scott71)onna
Heathcott, Lisa Rogers, Andy
Coles, Krit Stubblefield, Elaine
Eversmeyer, Robin Rowland,
and Steve McCuiston. Mary
Beth Hays was a guest,
Leaders present were Stan
Key. and Mrs. Arlie Scott. Also
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Usrey and Mrs. Carves
Paschall.

Current Missions
Group Meets At
The Reeves Home
Afternoon Current
The
Missions Group of the Baptist
Women of the Memorial Baptist
Church met in the home of Mrs.
Opel Reeves on Tuesday.
January 23, at two o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Vera Adams conducted
the Bible study on "Missions
Includes Faith In Action." Mrs
Virginia Peters gave the call to
prayer
The chairman, Mrs. Reeves,
presided and opened with
prayer. Mrs. Verna Mae
Stubblefield read the minutes
and gave the financial report. A
report on the associational
meeting held at Flint Church
was given.
Mrs. Nettle McKeel and Mrs.
Stubblefield were appointed to
the conunittee tor purchase of
flowers and gifts for the sick
and shutins
sib
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Reeves. Also present were
Mrs. Willie Garland, Mrs.
Rudene Nanny. Mrs. Margaret
Taylor, Mrs. [Ala Boyd, and
Mrs. Johnny Reed.

Mrs. Jules Harcourt presented the program on "Pressed
Flowers" at the last meeting of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. She named a variety of flowers that press
with excellent results and explained various methods of pressing
them. Selections of frames and background materials were
discussed and displayed by Mrs. Harcourt Hostesses were
Mesdames Dick Sykes. Clifton Jones, Humphreys Key, Paul
Jordan and Lonnie Duke.
"ltaettelmetensreseSelin

DENTIST WARNS
AGAINST___PERSISTINT
THUMRSUCK ING
Nagguig and scolding are not
effective in breaking a child of
thumb sucking. according to
Dr Sidney I Kohn. Professor
:slid Chairman: Dept_ et
Pediatric Dentistry, Fairleigh
Dickinsim University in New
Jerses
Dr. Kohn gnnes'that thumb
sucking ..i.;iirrmal during
lirst few ears Dentists are
oncerned with children who
cantinue the halal through the
period of caption of the permanent teeth When cOnInnied
Nei long, tlie elfects of thin!)
sucking are the same as
iwessure induced through orthodonliv appliances
To break Ural:Mit. Pr. Kohn
recommends a good dk.mist
child relationship, earelul
ri,4:suasion, and when indicated,
a simple appliance that acts as
a reminder
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Annual College Draft
Finally Comes To End
ahead of Wade, in other words.
B) BRUCE LOWITT
by a team in Texas.
-last, by the Washington
Associated Press Sports Writer
The 6-foot-71 7, 275-pounder next-to
NEW YORK AP - •'Who's with the big mop of curly hair Redskins.
But he probably knows full
Mr.l.ucky.'" one weary specta- -will become the highest salaago the
tor sighed. •'Attaitti selects ried lineman in pro football his- well that just two years
Charlie Wade, wide receiver, tory," said Boston attorney Bob Baltimore Colts' last-round
was a
Tennessee State," the National Wolff, who'll do Matuszak's pick, the NFL's 441st,
Nottingham
Football League official re- negotiating with Houston. It guy named Don
worried about
plied and, amid cheers of re- could mean a windfall of per- And if Davis is
with runners
team
a
inaktng
Lei, the annual flesh-peddling haps $250,000 for a three-year
like Larry Brown and Charley
of - collegiate talent finally contract.
Harraway, he can also remind
ground to an end
Such dreams of greenbacks
himself that a man who never
12
It had taken 20 hours and
are beyond reality for the likes
football
minutes—and 441 other play- of, say Jeff Davisz-•but he can even played college
at
ers- -to get to that point dream anyway --and with some and just showed up one..day
a
got
tryout,
open
Redskins'
the
Wednesday. By that time. justification
Bowl check with the
whatever suspense and ex1)avis, a running 'back from Super
written
citement had once been gener- vi hat the NFL listed as -Mars name "Herb Mul-Key"
on
it
.ited in the cavernous ballroom Hill, N.C.," was drafted just
of the Americana Hotel had
long evaporated.
Virtually all the stars had Cage Poll
been gobbled up by the 26 clubs
in Tuesday's portion of the
NFL draft. A few- like quarterbacks John Hufnagel of Penn
State and Eddie McAshen of
(;eorgta Tech, running backs
Rufus Ferguson of Wisconsin
and Howard Stevens of Louisville and Olympic gold medalBy THE ASSOCIATtO PRESS by Mt_ Union 74-70, and Old Doa inning hurdler Rod Milburn of
Stephen F. Austin, which fell minion, overcome by Southern
Southern University-were still
victim to Sam Houston State in Florida 97-84, fell from the
unclaimed.
a clash of top-ranked teams, rankings. They had been tied
For one reason or another,
cropped from second to fourth with Wisconsin-Milwaukee for
thert was no rush to grab
in The Associated Press college ninth last week. Philadelphia
them although they weren't
division basketball poll while Textile, 14-1, took over the valeft out in the cold.
the Lumberjacks Texas rival cancy.
The John Matuszaks, the Bert
remained a solid No 1.
Fairmont State, which didn't
names
Joneses and the other
Unbeaten Sam Houston State, make the Top Ten, received the
%filch had attracted nearly 200 which whipped the
Nacog- only other first-place vote
spectators to the first round of
The Top Ten, with first-place
doches team 83-68 in the Lone
And
gone.
the draft were long
Star Conference game, received votes in parentheses, season
so were the spectators. There
all but one first-place vote for records and total points. Points
were just 15 of them left in the
258 points and a 74-point mar- tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14final
and
gallery when the 17th
gin over Eau Claire. The Wis- 12-10-8-6-4-2:
round began--and three of
consin team,.14-1, moved tip
1, Sam Houston i,12i 16-0 25
them were snoozing.
14-1 184
one place to No. 2 and Augus- 2. Wis-Eau Claire
The
there.
• Matuszak was
16-1 164
3. Augustana
tana, 16-1, rose from fourth to
muscleman from
rtianunoth
16-2 122
4. S.F. Austin
third with 164 potnts. Stephen
Tampa, who'd once punched a
12-4 114
F. Austin, now 16-2, was a dis- 5, Louisiana Tech
guy at a party because he'd tant
10-1 112
fourth with 122 and Loui- 6. Assumption
-put his hands on my girl12-4 77
7. Roanoke
siana Tech, 12-4, remained No.
friend," and is still serving two
11-3 60
8. Win-Milwaukee
5 with 114 points.
years• probation because of it,
17-2 58
9 Kentucky State
Rounding out the Top Ten anwas the first pick by the Housnounced today are Assumption, 10 Philadel. Textile
14-1 38
ton Oilers.
Roanoke. Kentucky State, Wis"Only in America," he grinconsin-Milwaukee and Philaned -can a guy who's half delphia Textile,
Irish, one-fourth Polish and a
Kentucky State, No. 6 last
Litt. Italian play football in Oak week. dropped to eighth after a
Vi Creek, Wis., Fort Dodge, Iowa,
123-83 upset by Kentucky WesColumbia. Mo.. and Tampa,
leyan. Capital of Ohio, beaten
Fla .,-before being drafted No. 1
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Bryan Station Holds To First
While Union County Makes List
-7••
•
Three voters placed Shawnee,
second in the state, five had the
Braves third and one put them
fourth. Male was voted No. 1 on
one ballot, second on two, third
on two and as low as eighth on
the rest.
Of the eight teams that received votes, but didn't make
the top 10,- Central was the closest, lust four points shy of the
three-way tie at the bottom of
the golden ladder.
Lexington Lafayette drew 11
points --from votes on-four billtot2s- and fell just two points
short of Central's total. • The three-way tie for eighth
developed when Tilghman was
named on six ballots, but on
three of then) for 10th; Madisonville drew five votes, the
lowest for ninth; and Henry
Clay was picked on four ballots, one of theni for- second
place in the state.
It gave each team 17 points,
the International Under-2I team
considerably below Union Coun__
tournament.
MILAN - Tom Gorman of ty's 31 for seventh place.
Seattle defeated South Africa's
This week's AP Kentucky
Ray Moore, 6-2, 7-6 to advance High School Basketball Poll.
to the quarter-finals $50,000 Miith first place votes in parentlan Indoor tourney.
heses and point toXals on the
RICHMOND, Va. •- Second basis of 10 for a first place.
seed Dick Stockton of San An- vote, nine for second and so on
tonio, Tex. outplayed Patricio 1. Bran Station 81
89
Cornejo of Chile 7-5.46-3 in ad. Shawnee
vancing to the second round of
Male H
the Fidelity World Champion. Tates Creek
ship tournament.
Ballard
DES MOINES, Iowa - New
. Butler
York's Clark Graebner wore
Union Co.
down Germany's Carl Metier 6. Tilgtunan
0, 6-2 in the semifinals of the Henry Clay
Des Moines International.
Madisonville
WASHINGTON --- Margaret
Others receiving votes, listed
Court swept Laura DuPont 6-0,
alphabetically: Bowling Green,
6-1), in gaining the quarter-fi- Central,
Daviess Co., Harrison
nals of the 'Virginia Slims In- Lafayette, Maysville, Newport
vitational.
Cathohe;-Trinity.

week.
Behind No. 3 Male, in order,
were Lexington Tates Creek,
Louisville Ballard, Louisville
Botler, Union County and a
three-way tie between Paducah
Tilghman, Lexington Henry
Clay and Madisonville.
Louisville Central and Lexington'Lafayette, after defeats
in last week's Louisville Invitational Tournament, were
dropped from the top 10 while
Union County and Henry Clay
made their debuts.
Beside Bryan Station, only
Shawnee and Male were listed
among the 10 teams on every
ballot. Ballard, Tates Creek
and Butler appeared on eight of
the nine ballots.

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press

NO REASON TO BE WORRIED! Fresiunaa cheerleader
McGuire watches action In the junior varsity game In Odell
Murray defeated the Breckinridge Job Corps 112-45. Miss
McGuire is an 18 year old special education major from Eldorado,
Illinois.
iStaff Photos by Mike Brandon)

FOOTBALL
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.
Reyinond Berry, many-time
All-Pro pass, catcher, resigned
as receiver coach for Arkansas
to accept a similar position
with the National Football
League Detroit Lions.
NEW YORK -- The Washington Redskins acquired veteran
linebacker John Pergine from
the Los Angeles Rams in exchange for their Ilth round
draft pick in yesterday's college draft.

Adult League action Tuesday
night found Eakers Music
Company whipping Edd's Boys
63-41 while iri the nightcap,
Astro Car Wash romped over
the Bank of Benton 73-52.
David Alexander paced
-Eakass to their win by tossing in
a game high 20 points.
Alexander Is one of the leading
scorers in the league.
-

Seattle snapped a four-game
losing streak behind the scoring
of Spencer Haywood, 37 points,
and Dick Snyder. 25 Rudy
Tom janovich scored 25 and Calvin Murhpy 23 for Houston-

Chaney scored 14 points, nine
of them on three-point plays,
and White scored seven and
turned in a top defensive effort
in the final period to pull the
Celtics past Cleveland. Chaney,
finished with a season-high 26
points, and White ended with
18. Johnny Johnson topped
Cleveland with 72 points.
The Knicks, who had beaten
Boston twice over the weekend,
ran into Detroit's Bob Lanier
and he was too much. Lanier
grabbed 18 rebounds and
scored 30 points including two
fouls shots that clinched the
victor), with seven seconds left
as the Pistons snapped a sixgame losing streak against New
York. Walt Frazier topped the
Knicks with 20 points.

the CRUSADER
SEARS LOWEST-PRICED
NEW TIRE
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By THP'. ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lexington Bryan Station,
gaining strength as the season
wears on, was just a point shy
of perfet`tion today in retaining
its No. 1 ranking in The Associated Press Kentucky High
School Basketball Poll.
The once-beaten Defenders
drew eight of the nine first
place votes from a panel of
sportswriters and sportscasters
with the lone dissenter placing
Louisville Male at the top of his
list.
Louisville Shawnee, however,
outdrew Male by nine points,
on the hack of 10 for a first
place vote, nine for second and
so on, to take second place this

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"We were so cold I was waiting for the Eskimos to show
up," said Boston Coach Tom
Heinsohn. Then along came the
rescue team of Don Chaney and
Jo Jo White to thaw out the
Celtics and give them sonic
breathing room in their tight
race with the New York
Knicks.
"We played as bad as you
could play," said Heinsohn
after the Celtics played well
enough to beat Cleveland 94-89
and take a one-game lead in
the National Basketball Association's Atlantic Division over
the Knicks, who were upset 9491 in Detroit.
In other NBA action, Golden
State whipped Philadephia 131115 and Seattle topped Houston
118-109.
Kentucky topped Dallas 10999, Denver thrashed Memphis
134-106. Utah downed Indiana
172-107 and Virginia nipped the
New York Nets 100-94 in the
American Basketball Association.

Blackwell
6.50-13 Tubeless

F

Golden State, led by Rick
Barry's 31 points and Nate
Thurmond's seven blocked
shots, snapped a four-game
losing streak
and 'sent
Philadelphia to its 51st loss in 55
games. Barry . also snared 14
rebounds. Fred Carter and
Fred Boyd each scored 23
f*.00ints for Philadelphia.

Jim Plunkett
Scheduled For
Knee Surgery

..1.stri), after leading 33-18, at
kali', saw their lead dwindle to
four points in the final period
before the winners turned back
the rally.
Stan Key paced Astro with 16
while Jim Lamb adder; 14.
Donnie Beaman paced the
losers with 12 while Richard
Perry added 10. .In games played Monday
night,. Vanderbilt Chemical
eased past.lax & Edmonds 5654 while the Douglas All-Stars
!muted Jones and Barnett 86-52.
In the second half of the
4;ening game,the lead changed
hands 12 times before Vanfinally
derbilt Chemical
grabbed the lead for good late in
the final period. Lamb paced
the winners with 12 while Phil
Housden paced the losers with
17 points
Douglas turned a 42-23
halftime lead-into a second half
rout in taking their easy win.
Porter McCuiston paced the
winners with 26 while Charles
Brandon added 15_ Charlie
Warren paced the losers with 18
while Wayne Blackford added
16.

FOXBORO, Mass AP
Jim Plunkett, the New England
Patriots' 1971 rookie sensation
who spent most of last fall
scrambling for survival, was
scheduled for knee surgery to-day at Stanford University Hospital in Palo Alto, Calif.
The National Football League
club gave the star quarterback
permission to be operated on
Behling to
by Dr. Frederick
repair damaged cartilage in the
knee.
Dr. Behling performed surgery. on Plunkett's other knee
while the young football player
was earning All-American honors at Stanford near his West
Coast home.
Plunkett took a physic-al
pounding last season as the Patriots fell apart, finishing with
a 3-11 record. He managed only.
eight touchdown passes aik1
threw 25 interceptions.
Plunkett's knee gave way
late in the season, but he hoped
surgery could be avoided. However, the knee went on him as
he stepped from his car Monday night. He flew to Oklahoma
City for an examination by an
orthopedic surgeon Wednesday
And then was given pernitssion
to go to Stanford for the surgery.

Five Mets Sign Contracts
New York AP)
The New
York Mets have announced the
signing of five players to 1973
baseball contracts.
Cleon Jonek - John 1V14Iner,
Tug McGraw, Ed Kranepool,
and the newest Met, Felix Milian signed their contracts
Wednesday with general manager Bob Scheffing.

TENNIS
TORQUAY, England - Billy
Martin, a 16-year-old from Chicago, topped 15-yearold West
German Karl Mayer 2-6, 7-6, 64, arid gave the United States
an insurmountable 2-0 lead in
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Your
electric meter
is douGle citec14
for Rccur4f

Before any electric meter is--in'--,
stalled, it is checked at least twice for acturacy
(once by the manufacturer
and once by us). Because
recordirig—your

consumption of electricity
accurately is a job we take
seriously. In fact,-your
meter is designed to be

Walt
ner ii
within
there
the gin
scored
hi
pu
prIton%t,:

accurate to a tolerance
of one-tenth of a
percent.
Testing, installing, and
reading meters are just a
few of the ways WP serve
you better.
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Murray Junio
Romps Past
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and
scoring
Balanced
superior ballplayers paced the
Murray State junior varsity to
an easy. 112-45 win last night
WINt3i14. 49-27.
Once again, Witliams was over the Bre.ckinridge Job
outstanding on defense as the 6- Corps.
6 freshman continues to imCoach Kayo Wil s five
prove with each game. Williams jumped to a 17-4 bulg early in
will have his toughest test the garlic and never looked back
Saturday night at Austin Peay as the lead mounted to as much
when by will guard the as 36 points in the firs0 half. At
Governors' scoring sensation intermission, the Baby) Racers
had a bulging 58-22 leali.
James "Fly" Williams.
In the second half, neserves
The Racers, 12-4 overall, willcarry a 5-1 mark into the battle. played much of the game but
The winner of the game will go still the margin continued to
to 4i-1 and be in a first place tie mount. All of the starters had
with Morehead while the loser left action in the final seven
will drop to 5-2 and be tied for minutes.
second with Eastern Kentucky,
Jeff Hughes who was 12-20
paced Murray with 24 while
Steve Bowers had 22. Bowers, a
,_meniber of the undefeated
freshman team of two years
ago, is beginning to recuperate
from his knee surgery. Bowers
hit on 10-13 floorshots.

s«plioluo44 -guard Darnell
AliKki-BRANDON
Adell went on a scoring ramI.edger & Times Sportswriter
page in the final six minutes as
Mike Coleman broke loose
last night for a season high 24 he hit for 10 points and the
points to pace the Murray State Racers' lead mounted to .86-67
before Murray hit the last eight
Racers to an easy 94-67 win over
points of the game to spread the
Culver-Stockton.
A small crowd of 3,500 turned. final margin to 27.
After Coleman's 24 point
out in the Sports Arena to
itness one of the best in- performance, came Adell with
18 and Taylor with 16. Starks
dividual battles of the season
Coleman, a 6-6 sophomore and freshman Jesse Williams
from Gary, Indiana, grabbed 15 soured 13 and 10 respectively.
Murray hit on 39-72 from the
rebounds and played one of his
finest defensive games. But it game for a clip of .542 while the
was 6-3 junior guard Clarence visitors were 28-56 for .500.
May of Culver-Stockton who Murray outrebounded the
_
.Stole the show.
May, who had only eight
points at halftime, canned lo
straight field goals in the second
half and finished 14-18 from the
floor for a game high 30 points
When May fouled out with
1:22 remaining in the game, the
few remaining fans gave the hot
shooting guard a well deserved
ovation.
A 25 footer by May early in
the game left the Wildcats from
Canton, Missouri, on the st :
end of. a 9-8 score. The Race! then prixveded to rattle off nine
consecutive points and with
12:33 left in the half, Murray
had an 18-8 bulge.
Even when the Wildcats
rallied to trim the Murray lead
down to four at one point during
the half, Coach Cal Luther
substituted freely in order to
give his players a rest for
Saturday's encounter at Austin
Peay.
The visitors were outscored
10-3 in the final three minutes of
the half as Murray carried a 4026 lead into the dressing room at
intermission.
Marcelous Starks seems to have a worried look on his face as he goes over 6-5 Doug Murray 153 of
The Racers burned the cords
Culver-Stockton. Starks scored 13 points as the Racers demolished the Wildcats last night 94-67.
on 18-32 in the opening 20
Mike
Brandon)
iStaff Pboto by
minutes for a .563 clip. The
Wildcats managed 11-24 for a
fine 458. In the rebounding
department, the Racers had a
19-10 lead.
THEY DONT CALL HIM "FLY" BUT 6-6 truisms Jesse
Coleman put in 11 points in the
half to pace the Murray attack Williams is flying high on this two pointer. Williams who bait-beets
while-Les Taylor added 10. May.. playing excellent ball in the past few weeks, will face his test
4-5. in the first half, led the Saturday night when the Racers meet "Fly" Williams and crew in
Wildcats with eight.
a big ON'C battle at Austin Peay.
Two charity tosses by
By GORDON D.S. PETERSON Collog. 7344, South Carolina hind Di Gregorio and Fran Cos- Coleman at the 1618 mark of
--itssoeiated Press Sports Writer stopped Marshall 88-71, Austin tello to hike their record to 13-2. the game gave Murray a 53-32
lead and it looked like the
The North Carolina State fans Peay beat Saniford 98-75, LaVirginia, sparked by a Barry
to crack
borrowed a song from the
alle ripped Western Kentucky Parkhill, used a second half Racers might be able
the century mark without any
Maryland fans Wednesday 108-80, Virginia beat West Vir- rally to defeat West Virgina.
trouble.
night and added a little some- ginia 89-75 and Georgia Tech
Austin Peay, led by James
But May was unstoppable
thing. They cut down the nets.
was bested by Georgia 86-78.
"The Fly" Williams, the naWildcats,
The Maryland fans chant the
Ernie Di(Iregorio pumped in tion's leading scorer, swamped from the floor and the
song "Amen. Amen" when the 25 points to lead the Providence Samford University of Birniing- against a combination of Racer
starters and reserves, pulled to
Terrapins win at home but they Friars over Boston ('ollege.
ham. Williams pumped in 29
with 614 left in the
don't usually tut down the nets.
The Friars led 30-26 at the points and picked off 11 within 73-60
game.
The Wolfpack. rated No.2 in half and then nulled away be- rebounds.
the country, beat Maryland for
the second time this season
Wednesday night 89-78 behind
David Thompson and Tonally.
Burleson.
performance
Burleson
prompted N.C.State Coach
Norm Sloan to say, "Tommy
played the best game of his career, in the second half he was
simply awesome."
Thompson, who scored 37
points in the first meeting of
these two Atlantic Coast Conference powerhouses, scored
-only-24 points and grabbed
11 rebounds.
Toni McMillen of Maryland
led all scorers with 25 points,
while Burleson and Maryland's
Jim O'Brien each scored 18
Eighth-ranked North Carolina
used strong. outside shooting
from George Karl and Darrell
Elston to break up Wake Fore • ests' tone defense and defeat
the Deacons 69-51 in another
ACC-battle Wednesday night.
Coach Dean Smith of North
Carolina thought his team
played' very well, but added,
- "It's very difficult to chase a
team playing a deliberate fourcorner offense throughout the

Freshman Greg Carrington
added 18 points while LarrY
Kelly and Rick Weisman had 14
and 12 respetiiively„,”.
The Junior varsity will be in
action Wednesday when they
meet the Jackson AAU All-Stars
in the prelude to the Murray
State and Parsons College clash
at 7:30 p.m.
22 23-45
Breckinridge
Murray State
56 56-112
Murray ill?)—Hughes 24,
Bowers 22, Carrington 18,
Kelley 14, Weisman 12, Logan 6,
Beiter 2, Manttoth 8, Gibson 6
arid Gilchrist.
SKI PROGRAM SET
ASPEN, COT° (AP)
Former U.S Olympic ski coach
Bob Belittle has announced":
nationarski program that will
train thousands of young Amer- wan skiers in the art of racing
The trainees will be 18 and under Beattie will coordinate the
program sponsored by PepsiCola
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North Carolina State
Whips Maryland Again

SHOW—
DOOR HMS:

t

ON NEW 1972 DATSUNS
510

2 Doors -

4 Doors - Station Wagons

We bought a warehouse full of New 1972 510
Datsuns ad we're passing the savings on to our
customers.

Buy ... BELOW DEALERS COST!
* All 1972 Models Must Go *

IWe Also Have A Complete Line

Wake Forest used a four-corner uttense which kept them
within striking distance until
there were nine minutes left in
the game when the Tar Heels
scored eight straight points to
put the game out of reach.
In other games, 129f-ranked
Providence defeated Boston

of

1973 MODELS

DATSUN

For THAT Awful
ITCHING
,; itch. teen!. It
Suffei
underairn itch, lash, scale,. c,
report a crenais formulation
1
HICOZENF.chucks Itching agony
This widely used medication fights
Irritating bacteria,- relieves stinging
and burning %%Idle It gently soothes
lender, Inflamed tissue. Quiets ner%e
ends so as scratching stops .natural
healing siarls:Don't suffer needlessly.
Gel nic-rizi:NEtoonytaynoearaleelst.

Gentrai Shopp•nq Center'

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00 *
high for one of his 15 rctmunds.
HE. MAKES IT I,00K EASY! Mike Coleman,6-6 sophomore, goes
from Gary,Indiana
youngster
the
by
effort
outstanding
cialasamstired in 24 points in another
'Staff Photo by Mike Brandon'

South 12th Street

- - . .
Phone 753-7114
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Economic
Stabilization

Questions
and
Answers

rhis column of questions and documenting compliance oith
alIS ers on the President's oage regulations?
A. Generally , those records
Economic Stabilization
Program is provided by the that should be kept by an emlocal office of the U.S. Internal ployer are the details of all
Rev euue Service and is wage, salary and benefit adpublished as a public service. justments. This would include
The column ansoers questions details of skill or inequity admost frequently asked about justments; wage and salary
rates; changes in shift difCip-.4- and prices.
Q. The foreman's job in my ferentials; premium pay:
plant is vacant. I o ant to pension, retirement, vacation
promote one of my men to the changes; increase in pension;
retirement, health and welfare
position. Boo much can I pay
plans; cost of living provisions: him?
A_ Bona fide promotions to employee incentive programs,
positions of greater skill etfort any applicable contracts; and
and responsibility are exempt the percentage of workers or.
from the Pay Board's 14 age and the total man-hours affected.
salary standard. This means An employer may also look at
you can raise the employee's Form PB-3 to see what is
pay to the level of the previous required for documenting wage.
.foreman without regard to the salary' and benefit adjustments.
Forms are available at any
.5.5 per cent limitation.
Q. Because of revenue Internal Revenue Office.
slyring, my county is reducing
Q. Hose much may a hospital
its property taxes. Does my. raise its prices?
A A hospital may increase
landlord moo have to reduce my
prices to cover certain inretie
.._ A. Yes. Your landlord must creased costs for labor, supplies
reduce your rent to reflect and technology. A hospital can
without
reductions in real property raise its price
notiUcation by no more than an
taxes
-'•:-Fornlie.-- fortinila for rent annuaraVerage6f 2.5 per cent to
reductions based on decreases reflect these costs. If anin allooable cost itines, such as nual price increases average
real property taxes, landlords betoeen 2.5 and 6 per cent, and
should consult the Sept 28, 1972, the institution must notify the
Federal Register. It may be Internal Revenue Service
obtained by sending 20 cents to the appropriate Medicare inSuperintendent • of termediary .
'the
Documents. U.S. Government
To raise the average of prices
Printing Office, Washington, by more than 6 per cent, an
- D C. 20402.
the institution must apply for an
Q May a landlord increase
exception. The application first
he
ohen
the security deposit
goes to the State Advisory
rents an apartment to a nevi
Board ror approval or disaptenant?
proval; then, the application is
may
At Yes. The landlord
filed with the IRS district of.increase a security deposit fice; and the final decision is
----when- an- apartment-is rented to made by the Price
Commission.
a new tenant if he can shoo that
For more details, see IRS
his customary practice before Publication S-3014, "Price
Aug. 15, 1971. was to increase Controls and Health Care
the deposit when the rent was
Services." It's available free by
increased.
dropping a postcard to your
records are required Internal
Revenue district of,
tio be kept by employers for fice

Buying a refrigerator requires big thinking
good buy because it didn't
By RICH SE:ELEY
cost very much. We since
Copley News Service
have found out that there is
If you are thinking of buying
more to getting a *OM
better,.
had
yet
refrigerator
a
choose carefulPr because it 'Than buying the cheapest
thing you can find.
will be a choice you'll have to
While our refrigerator cost
live with for a long time.
less than any other we looked
When the clothes you buy
at, buying it was false econthis year are worn out and out
omy because it isn't suited to
of style aod the car you buy_
"
this year is in the junkyard,' Our needs.
The freezer is so small we
chances are the refrigerator
cannot save by buying food
you buy this year will still be
items on special and freezing
in the kitchen humming away.
them until we need them.
Last year my wtfe and I
After a year of living with
made the mistake of buying a
this mistake we have resolved
refrigerator that was too
to be very careful about buy.
snail. We thought it was a

Outdoor Lore

Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Apiculture
and that each of these feathery
Snow has long been immortalized in song and endur- stars always has six points. This
seems to be an unchangeable
ing verse, but it took a
rule of snowflakes.
Vermont farm boy to prove to
"Nature," as Thoreau said,
the world that the "beautiful
"is full of genius, full of divinSnow" of the poets and
romanticists was something ity. Nothing is cheap and
coarse, neither dewdrops nor
more than a fanciful expressnowflakes."
sion.
— Since Bentley's remarkable
. This boy was Wilson
snowflake photographs were
;Bentley who, while being kept
revealed to the world, sketches
at home to help care for an
made from them have been
invalid mother, began to study
used as patterns for dress
s. and photograph snowflakes
goods, for necktie silks, and
just for fun.
many other articles for wear
and use. It is also said that
diamond cutters and jewelers
got new ideas from them. Even
bakers and confectioners-have
cut their cookies and molded
their candies according to the
fashions of Nature's own
original snowflake designs.
Snowflakes are indeed
wonderful creations. They have
been alternately cursed and
In a cold attic, he set up his
praised, used and abused, wel-camera arid then, when a snowcomed and despised. The' have
',fall occurred, he would go out,
destroyed life and saved life.
They have caused floods and
. capture a few snowflakes on a
helped assuage the ravages of
feather, rush back to the attic,
drought. They have been used
;.and carefully place the flakes
to cool things off arid have
:Aan a piece of very cold black
provided the means of keeping
: velvet. On this dark back'
things from becoming too cold.
;"-ground, the flakes showed up
They have hindered transportain sharp tell
and with his
tion in some cases and helped
amera, special genius,'and
make it possible in others.
infinite patience, he photoThey have killed some plants
Xraphed them in all their
and protected others.
kymmetrical beauty.
Snowflakes have long been
In the many hundreds of
used as a standard of perfec!photographs taken by Bentley,
tion. Thing have, been. Wit as
be never found any two exactsnowflakes, pure as snowflakes,
alike. Also in his study he
transient as' snowflakes, silent
iforifinned Henry QaVid
as snowflakes, welcome as
-Ihoreau's conjecture that, of
snowflakes, and soston indefin.it the countless "snow stars"
that come swirlmg to earth
itely. Truly,.as the poets and
-!..tich winter, Mother Vature
ewe :ts have said, :snow ti
lever repeats her art designs
won rful, beautiful stuff."

r

EDUCATION

for taxpayer?
a
By KENNKIII J. KABBEN
Copley News Service
Americans, rich and poor,
suffering uuveased rarudentat property taxes to finance
public schools will get
speedier relief from state and
local governments than from
Uncle Sam
Help from the national goverrunent may be on the way,
however, in the form of federal income tax credits A combination of stiffening resistence to property taxes and
state and federal court decisions about 18 months ago Initiated a major evaluation of
local, state and federal policies of paying for the nation's
schools and means to determine whether taxPayers are
getting thetr money's worth.
Several "private" national
panels financed with federal
funds, the U S Office of Education and organizations representing groups with a
vested, pecuniary interest in
public and private education
under took •'in-depth" studies
of school finance and evaluanon
Most were controlled by the
education establishment that
has brought the public more
of the same for decades Predictably, these • scholars"
more
recommend even
money for schools and urge
the federal government to assume at least a third of school
operating costs
More than $60 billion will be
spent on schools this fiscal
year from local, state and federal sources, with more than
$5 billion coming from the nations Capitol
About 10 months ago, President Nixon asked the 12-yearold, bipartisan Advisory Commission on Intergoverrunental Relations, representing
the executive and legislative
branches of all levels of government, to investigate how
the federal government could
help states assume local public school operating costs and
eliminate residential school
property taxes As an alternative, the commission was to
consider the value-added tax,
a type of sales tax levied
against the producers of
goods that could mean consumers would pay the tax two
or more times without knowmg it.
President Nixon fended off
comment on public school financing by- pleading that he
was waiting for the COM11115mon's report Meanwhile, interest in the value-added tax
waned as business, labor and
consunur groups began to realize what it would cost.
In mid-December, the commission made its longawaited report It urged the
federal government not to
provide additional, direct federal hinds_tor so specific a

sources for such a reason,
certainly not a value-added
tax, and reiterated its belief
in retaining education financing and the control that follows the purse within the
states where the commission
said it belongs
It recommended a federal
income tax credit for local
and state residential propertytaxes rather than_the current
deductions for property tax
This may be the commission's
roost important suggestion.
Strong efforts can be expected in the 93rd Congress to
provide income tax credit relief for parents sending their
children to private schools.
Several bills already under
consideration have strong bipartisan support. The Nixon
administration testified it
would favor the tax credit
concept if revenue is provided
to pay for it The administration also has urged the Congress to consider tax credit
fund payments to poor families that do not pay income
tax
The commission's recommendation for tax credits thus
sets the stage for revision of
the existing bills into a massive administration public
and private school tax measure, tied to the President's
oft-stated interest in reforming the entire tax system It
would be a powerful and attractive package
At the same time, the tax
credit device could be usecj to
give direct aid to the poor,
similar to the once-favored
negative income Lax and proposals for a guaranteed annU7'
al income so unpopular o ith
(-onset-', a ti ves

ing a new, inure adequate one.
We went out shopping for a
refrigerator last week determined to -go Over each one
with a fine-toodi comb, weighing all the factors, not just
,prIce
We found that comparison
shopping can be fun if you
of _game out of
make
Irving to find the ideal refrigerator We pretended to be detectives weighing all the facts
before reaching a conclusion.
lp tour best private-eye
voice we questioned salesmen
to make sure every possible
piece of information was
brought out into the open.
We also carried some detect asa we went
niust
,
i:
i at
fa
tive :upr
from store to store. It was

measure for checking some ol
the facts.
The final thing we took with
us was salesmanship resistance We made up our minds
we wouldn't be pushed into
buying by arguments like,
-This offer won't be good tomorrow" or, "This may be
sold before you get back."
SO armed, we went out to
find the ideal refrigerator.
My wife, Peggy, wanted to
check out the General Electric model with the ice maker
in the door to dispense ice
water. crushed ice and ice
cubes
When we looked at one in
the first store we walked into,
I carefully noted that it is 23.6
cubic feet, which is very large
for a refrigerator. The refrigerator portion is 15 cubic feet
and the freezer is 86 cubic
feet

After making all the measurements to find out if the refrigerator would fit into our
kitchen, I then began to figure
if it would fit into our budget.
The price of the giant General Electric model with the
ice maker is $790 plus $10 for a
"decorator color" plus $20 to
hookup the we maker. That
made the price for a colored
one come to $820.
By the time I had written all
these facts and figures in mynotebook we had attracted a
salesman. If we hadn't I
would have figured all of them
were asleep.
He came up with characteristic bras-ado and said, "What
can I show you in refrigerae just shopping
•"
arm ..iow," I said. "We are
redoing our kitchen, and we
won't be actually buying one
fur several months." I wanted
to make clear to him that we
were not going to buy anything.
Moving on the offensive I
began to question some of the
charges.
I asked about the $20 one to
hook the ice maker,up to our
waterline_ After questioning
the salesman, 1 discovered
the cost only covered hooking
the refrigerator up to a waterline. That is, if we have one
out in the open night near
where we are going to install
the refrigerator.
We don't. To hook it up in
our house a hole would have to
be cut in the wall and some
significant plumbing work
done.
That's not included in the
charge and also means the

from $549 to $519. The price on
the Admiral Super Deluxe
18.2-cubic-foot model ranged
$30 also, from $398 to $368.
In addition, there are price
differences between one
manufacturer's refrigerator
and another manufacturer's
comparable model.
While our findings are not a
complete guide to buying refrigerators, they do show
sonic of the considerations we
found important in shopping
around.
After all this, you are probably wondering what refrigerator we bought. We decided
to get the big fancy General
Electric model. But we
haven't bought it yet for one
good reason we can't afford
it.
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deal is off if you live in an
apartment, unless you have a
very understanding landlord.
For us It would mean calling in a plumber to do the
work at whatever they charge
an hour now.
I made a note of all this,
thanked the salesman arid left
the store before he could start
—Writing up a purchase order.
Shopping around we found
the price of the fancy General
Electr model ranged from
99 The $699 one was
uodel look there was
a f
ong with it except it
no
was a 11 le dingy where customers had been pawing it.
We found price differences
on other brands, too, The
price of Philco's standard 21cubic-foot model ranged $30
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- •
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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fruit now. Study tendencies and
Look in the section in which
changes that may seem odd, but
your birthday comes and find
may hold new advantaget.
what your outlook is, according
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars
*Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
ARIES
Use the techniques which
A,. ;II'• (Mar 21 to Apr MI
have proved potent in the past,
There may be undesirable
but also be ready to consider
antagonism to combat You are
47 5IVC/4L HISTORICAL sriAcK scroit-R 4vI./5.t1/4v N.45
new angles, methods, etc
adept at this Do not hesitate to
AT FORT
,
SEEN ESTA0l/SWEL
-1.
Romance favored.
call a conference, meet with
CARSON etkCara4a2 ccastrrEa0C-,'
better
to
CAPRICORN
heads
other
RATING TNESE EVENTS.
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
relationships.
Mild influences. How this day
TAURUS
turns out will be largely up to
pr. 21t0 May 213
yourself. Use your brains and
Consult with others before
1700AV THERE ARE N/NE,8,i,&14-6ENER415 14' rfte
wits to bring out the,effective
making important decisions.
THE
5,64'ielei6
ArewK
Your endurance may be tested, and elithinate- the useless.
4417
STATES
'm754"
1#1/7E17
AQUARIUS
but )ou are used to tests--and
NATIONS, PIE i47F57 51,48CK
with flying (Jan. 21 to Feb.
them
pass
WRuilly
-Elf EZEWOTEP 72:).
CW-K
As with ('apricorn, this day's
colors
EIRGAINER 6ENERAc
success is in YOUR hands.
. GEMINI
.441-NuR F Goetc66, ARNIY
1".•,
Don't, wait for -leads; seek
( May 72 to June 21i
5740;r OFFICER
Especially favored now
hidden advantages. They're
Regular work and business
yours for the taking.
matters, creative pursuits, PISCES
tiV 1887, HENRY 0 ,ci/PRER AltEcAmE
scholastic interests, govern- 1Feb 20 to Mar 20)
THE FIRST Ate.acw OFFiCER 70
ment projects Some changes
You should be able to handle
6R4GV4TE FRONI wEST RANT
matters,
ifiterpret
evolving, will please later
and
41/tIT,4Ry ACAPENry
CANCER
problems, ably now If you need
0 more information before acting,
June 'n to July .n) 11
THERE ARE AO/ al4CK 0118e75 /N
You may encounter IOW
consult an expert in the field
51Z/AriVT CORPS AT WES,'0,91,a:
interference, but it should be a
generally good day for acYOU BORN TODAY are
complishment .kre your goals endowed with a fine mind,
still the best" Your methods
unusual versatility and a
practical' Think it over now
bouncing, volatile personality
ou are a gay and witty conLEO
versationalist: are at ease as a
(July 24 to Aug 231
Give your Imagination more
listener and are extremely
rein, but keep track of its democratic in choosing friends
wanderings. You have al' the and associates. Your talents run
tools needed for success, so go to the creative and, properly
forward-confidently hopeful of., educated, you could shine as a
journalist, writer of short
all outcomes
VIRGO
stories, musician or entertainer Science and the
Aug 24 to Sept 23)
As with Leo. aspects suggest graphic arts may also appeal to
control of the imagination This you. You are enthusiastic about
By SFC JERRY WORK
anything you undertake and, if
includes worry over ills, how
others accept your efforts, etc. called upon to lead, can always
come up with the know-how
Stress optimism
prepared turn for his departure UBRA
ANYTHING FOR A STORY
and, often, an extraordinary
golden
His
life.
active'
Some Journalists will do most from
gimmick or surprise tactic.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 llnla
anything to get a story. years threatened to provide him
By-pass the irrelevant and
. . .
Recently. the Army Times with all the lustre and sub- umnatenal This is a day for
YOUR PERSONA* HOROSCOPE
amulet.
tawdry
a
of
FOR 1571 For • rersonsi 140 pip*
featured a story under the by- stance
making top-rank gains if you
"forecast5., howl% eet•RA toy, are
-Sometime between the day begin early and follow through,
line of a petite, attractive WAC
n•.04••••• Sen. 11 OD DIA.4 43 COWS el
corn tor 4.011540. Orwl rtandlw, IS
that swould have chilled the Harlem Sanders retired and the displaying your capabilities
Horoscope Rook Deportemint. SIR tn.
Old CAMse• Staten Nee Yore. NV
spine of the most hardened day he drew his first Social effectively.
meetem.no tis,s
10011
*101
Security check, something SCORPIO
Pr.nt your NAME ADDS
veteran.
DATE OF 8,•••• b b111041.
are
ZIP
SEC Pat Currans was sent to happened to change his life (Oct. 24 to Nov. ni
tOrtc•St ter steer
VO• 7•I ,•••
to** sten,
Past efforts should be bearing
a rappelling class conducted by dramatically in a way very few
the 6icl Company at a nearby have experienced Harlem
waterfall in southern Alabama. Sanders got a brainstrom
Several men were being shown
Sanders
tie correct way down the falls
What
with the aid of a rope when decided, and what his first
Captain Bill DeVaughn turned Social Security check of $105.00
to the young reporter and asked enabled him to do, was to
her if she had ever rappelled market his favorite recipe for
before Pat said no. she hadn't Southern Fried Chicken Eight
and that she certainly didn't years later, Harlem Sanders,
floorboards of the fishing boat
By JAY MAU.IN
.- Intend to start under these alias Colonel Sanders. sold the
on which he worked Also on
News
Service
Copley
rights
Circumstances.
American and Canadian
board were the father and son
unlikely
Three
MIAMI
Captain DeVaughn remarked to his receipt for four million
who owned the vessel, but
Cubans -- a fisherman, an
• that a person could hardly dollars. The fast food industry
they did not know there were
electrician and a math
_expect to write an accurate hasn't been the same _since.
two stowaways
teacher - are the center of a
moving „story .without exOnce the vessel was at sea,
have found a
people
Young
bearing
directly
controversy
perienceing what it is they are
the stowaways emerged from
whole new field opening to those
on relations between the
writing about.
hiding awl with Alfaro seized
with ambition and aptitude.
United States and Conviitiniet
Next- thing she knew, Pat
control of the boat,. One of
and go on to
cooks
as
start
Cuba
Many
Currans was on the end of the
them was armed with a knife
Since Premier. Fidel Castro
buy their own outlet The
rope and starting down the edge
a pistol that couldn't fire.
and
more
1959,
in
power
areas,
to
came
some
in
competition
of a cliff. Several quick, halting
They sailed to Key West,
than half a million anti-Comkeen and young
is
however,
and frightening moments later,
where they were picked up by.
munist Cubans have sought
men and women who have some
Pat was back on steady ground
Coast Guard. The father
the
States
the
in
United
refuge
Many
preferred.
are
experience
safe and sound. And with her
and son were released and
More than 14,000 have braved
people have tur,ned to the
young
story.
permitted to sail their boat
the Straits of Florida in small
new army for that training and
CLOWN GETS
back to Cuba.
conmakeshift
on
and
boats
experience.
The other three men, howA PROMOTION
trivances in order to flee the
ever, instead of receiving the
If cooking, bread baking, or
Castro dictatorship.
Maurry Brooks had a unique meat cutting is your thing,
routine processing usually
Not one Cuban had tren recurtain call at the Centurion contact
given to Cuban refugees.
Army
fused entry into the United
your
Playhouse. Fort Washington, Representative Sergeant -Jerry
found themselves-to jail in the
States. Not one had been ortown of Miami Springs The _
Washington. Maurry, an Army Work at the Mayfield Shopping
dered deported back to Cuba_
United States had decided to
helicopter pilot, played the part Plaza, or call Collect 247-4525
But here in Miami an Immimake theirs a special case.
of the court jester in the comedy for more information. We'll
gration Department hearing,
The hearing was held - they
"Once Upon a Mattress."
was held in December for the
train you, and pay you $307.20 a
had to stay in jail alm-ost a
fisherman, electrician and
A few minutes after the final month, while we train you
fortrught - and they were ormath teacher and the three
curtain. Maurry was promoted
dered deported.
were ordered "excluded and
to the rank of Captain. The
The reason for the deportadeported from the United
unscripted promotion ceremony
tion order was a flimsy one.
States to Cuba.'
began with the surprised
the three were 'not in possesWhy was this action taken"
lieutenant -still clad in his
sion of a valid, unexpired imOstensibly, on a legal technijester's costume-and fellow
migrant visa, reentry permit,
cality. But one should keep in
actors being called to the Jan. 29-73
border cr ossing identification
United States
the
that
mind
bat's
Maurry
stage.There.
ADULTS III
card or other valid entry
and Cuba, through the good
talion commander. Lt. Col. NURSERY 5
document." The special inEmbassy
Swiss
the
of
--offices
New Born Admissions
Wayne Hogan, took the lead role
quiry officer did not mention
in Havana, were in the proof
pair
a
with
him
and
Fennel
presented
Mrs.
and
Linda Faye
the fact that probably thoucess of negotiating a hijacking
double silver bars. Maurry. a Baby Boy, Rt. I; Dexter, Mrs
sands of other Cubans have
treaty. The United States
.Chicago native, had rust one Theresa Sue. .WIllptighy and
come to this country without
wants Cuba to return hijackcomment: -Guess I had the last Baby Boy, Porter Ct., Paris, ers who force planes to fly to
any proper documentation
laugh."
Tenn., Mrs. Sandra Hardy and
Nor did the Immigration .
that country. Castro, ir turn,
Baby Boy, 1106 College Ct . wants the United States to reQUESTION
Department care to consider
the men's assertion that if
Murray.
OFTHE WEEK
turn refugees who commanthey are returned to Cube
Dismissals
deer planes or boats in order
they will face jail and possibly.
Does everyone who reenlists
Master Eddie Shane Ellis, 601. to escape Cuba.
death. Said the inquiry offiThe United States, in the
in the Army get a bonus'
Ellis, Murray, Master Michael
cer, ...There is no authority In
past, has always refused to
All enlisted men and women Keith Peoples, 1216 Melrose,
exclusion provisions of the
return Cubans whom it feels
with at least 21 months of active Murray, Mss. Marion Ballard
statute for consideration of a
are political refugees entitled
service who have attained the Greer, 509 N.Ist St., Murray,
claim that an excluded alien
rank of Private First Class and, Willie Odell Reed, 206 Cherry, to a safe haven in the states.
will be subject to persecution
Alan Becker, attorney for
in some instances, Corporal Murray, Mrs. Linda Faye
if returned , to the country
receive a tights when they Young and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, the three Cubans., states:
where he came "
from
this
rtt
country
has
"Never
3.
as
enlist The bonuses can run
Altno, Larry Dale Shekell, Rt.
The three men are now free
fused asylum to those asking
.high as $10.000, depending upon Murray, Mrs. Gladys Willie
on bond. Their case has been
rank, length of time in service. Doyle.Rt. 6, Box 282, Murray, for it. particularly when they
-appealed to Washington Will
are
faced
with
Persephysical
a
Box
which
numbers of years for
Mrs. Emma Outland Bray,
the United States persist in
cution if sent back. I hope and
person is -reenlisting and the 454. Murray, Mrs. Temple Lee
punishing three men for trytrust this will not be the first
Melton
Hazel,.
demand for his or her, job.
55,)
Box
Scott,
ing to flee tyranny?' •
ume.•'
FAST FOOD
MeQuthey, Rt. 1, Benton,
Lawyer Becker says
And Becker adds, -1 don't
OPPO'rUNITIES
Homer Graves Wicker, 1110
"Hopefully the government
think the United States should
65. Barka„Satiders was Poplar, Murray, Albert Cassity, succumb- -14,4Caistro's moralwill find its.,t;nsecience. The.
4-retired and penniless. The gas' Rt. I. Box 69. Murray.
government put itself on the
'Odeasse
Ella
Mrok
station and''restaurant!' he
spot. Therearas no-treaty and
-Thelisherman in the group,
owned and operated for the Kuykendall (expired), Rt. 3 ISidoro Allar', Alvarez, had
there was no need to sacrifice
.better part of his career had ill- Puryear, Tenn.
these men te get one.-hidden two friends under
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Lincoln stands tall in history
tions
"Why should there not be a
Lincoln's cautious, pragpatient confidence in the ultimatic approach to every
mate justice of the people? Is
problem — summed up in his
there any better or equal hope
frank assertion -My policy is
in the world'"
to have no policy," — gave
This "patient confidence"
rise to frequent accusations of
was to be severely tested.
opportunism. In fact, far from
Lincoln did not want the
compromising his beliefs for
tragic war between the states,
self-gain or to appease others,
but when it came, he prosehe stuck stubbornly to the
By ROBERT BETTS
decuted it with all his being,
Copley News Service
ternuned to defend union and
liberty, insisting that "the
Eightscore and four years
struggle of today is not altoago this nation brought forth a
MENTAL
gether for today; it is for a
LinAbraham
genius named
HEALTH
vast future also"
coln. He was destined to guide
conflict
MATTERS
cruel
the
As
it through the darkest period
dragged on and casualties
of its history.
sides, so did
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
eat figur et_ mounted orlboth
C all
grow. Re
Ltheoln
Of
riticism
C
Director
America has produced, none
was accused of provoking the
stands taller than this towerNational Institute
war.
digof
batman
champion
ing
have no honeyed words
-We
freedom.
and
nity, equality
for such a ruler as Abraham
Yet during his lifetime, unLincoln," wrote a New Jersey
til it was ended by an assaseditor, describing him as -a
Abnormal Heartbeats
sin's bullet at 56, no man was
perjured traitor, who has bemore belittled and scorned.
Sudden heart attacks and
caused
trayed his country and
failure cause about 650,
"Traitor," -bloodstained
heart
the butchery of hundreds of
000 deaths per year in the U.S.
criminal," "charlatan," "a
of the
people
of
thousands
—with some 400,000 of these
crude, illiterate man who
United States in order to acsaid to be entirely unexpected.
jokes when a nation mourns"
selfcomplish either his own
Abnormal heartbeat rhythms
— these and other slanders he
ish purpose, or to put in force
technically called cardiac
bore with a broad-shouldered
arrhythmias—are a serious and
a fanatical, impracticable
shrug, with malice toward
major factor in many of these
idea "
none, with charity for all
-sudden deaths- Sometimes
for
him
Others—blamed
Lincoln's world of cravats,
these irregular heart sibrations
carrying on a war they said
crinolines and horse car—had heart "tubes" in "mod"
should have been avoided
riages may seem dustily reparlance—cause the heart al,Powerful voices in Congress
most literally to shake itself to
mote from the modern world
death. .
proclaitned, despite victories
of space rockets and nuclear
The vital circulation of blood
on the battlefield that the war
bombs. The decisions he
throughout the body and brain
could not be won and, in fact,
made as president, however,
is affected, of course, and the
was already lost. There was
were founded on principles
heart, after all, is in simple
for
clamor
they
public
as
today
growing
that areas valid
terms, flit•I a four-chambered
peace at any price
basic truths that
were then
pump whose purpose is to cirInflation, caused bs unspan all generations in the
culate our blood.
precedented federal spending
age-old struggle between
But the causes and origins
and huge budget deficits,
right and wrong. .
of ahnorinal rhythms are far
added to the general dissatisfrom fully known. Fmotional
There are striking parallels
.and pas U201041141 factors, how faction. The national debt
between the problems preever, are certainly insolved in
rose, national credit was serivailing in Lincoln's troubled
many instances
ously unpaired, and critics ID
time and those facing the naThis is why the National InCongress moved to choke off
tion today, when again it is distitute of Mental Health, oi
appropriations
vided over moral issues and a
HEW's Health Services and
"Defeat, debt, taxation,
presidential decision could
Mental Health Administration,
sepulchers, these are your
mean the difference between
has recengg underwritten a
Congressgrowled
trophies,"
freedom and bondage.
study to investigate the roles
man (lenient 1. VallandigMinority rights, dissidents
of psychological factors and the
ham, leader of the western
activists, antiwar protesters,
arnersous system in cardiac
-..—
Peace Democrats, in one bit- ..r_hythmias.
draft-dodgers, riots, violence
ter denunciation. "The war
none of
Tits project is part of a reand Lawlessness
for the Union kslei your
search program on coronary
these was new to Lincoln
hand.s, a most bloody and
heart disease and sudden death
He spoke of "the increasing
And yott
costly failure
being conducted by Dr Bet
disregard for law which perhave not conquered the South.
nard town, of Harvard's School
vades the country — the
of Public Health.
You never will."
growing disposition to substiVallandigham called for a
An international'authority in
tute the wild and furious pasto the fighting. "Make an
halt
cardiology. Dr Town has made
judgsober
the
sions in lieu of
major contributions to knowli
armistice — no formal
ment of course, and the worse
edge in the area of acute heart
treaty," he demanded "Withthan savage mobs for the
attacks—notably in "cardioverdraw your army from the
executive ministers of jus%ion-. or restoring the heart's
states."
acceded
tice."
rhythm to normal.
Subversive influences aLso
The self-taught lawyer from
The new research will focus
be,
Extremists
work.
at
were
the backwoods country was
patients with coronary heart
on
and
groups
secret
to
longing
aware that the preservation of
who have abnormal
disease
orgacells,
plotting n local
the nation depended on vigirhythms. which may
heartbeat
nized resistance to the draft
lance in maintaining its laws
predispose to sudden death.
and encouraged desertion
and institutions. He had an
This promising study will
Through all the discord and
abiding faith in the strength
to differentiate and unhelp
unheld
Lincoln
disunity,
some of the precise psyand virture of the people to
ravel
waveringly his moral convicchological and phssiological
perfect their own destinies
tions. He refused to be disfactors in coronary disease
through ordered self-governtracted by conflicts of perimaesalls._ II should help parment.
sonality and detail The
ticularly in the prevention and
"This country, with its inAmerican
the
of
n
control of the abnormal heart
preservatio
the
to
belongs
stitutions,
t
governmen
rhythms that lead to so many
in
experiment
said
he
it,"
people who inhabit
untimely deaths
quesother
all
ershadowed
in his first inaugural address.

Editor's Note: On Feb. 12,
the nation celebrates the birth
of Abraham Lincoln, our 16th
president. Destined to guide
the United States through our
of its darkest periods, Lincoln's decisions were based on
principles that are as valid today as they were in his time.
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hard line of principle
"Important principles may
arid must be inflexible," he also said
His guiding principle was
the Declaration of Independence proposition that "all
men are created equal," and
that self-deternunation was
their inalienable right.
Though he won undying

Bro. L.R. Riley Has 95th Birthday

could du It by freeing some
and leaving others alone, I
would also do it."
The basic issue of "Lincoln's war," as some called it,
was fundamental human freedom under morally sound
laws that all men could understand. He knew it was the
severest testing time Jur
American democracy.
Only after the nation had
come successfully through its
"fiery trial," and the agonizing events had passed into

glory as the "Great Emancipator," he regarded the freemg of slaves as incidental to
the larger issues of preserving the American ideal of selfgoverrinient.
'My paramount object in
this struggle is to save the
Union, and is not either to
save or destroy slavery," he
declared. "If I could save the
Union without freeing any
slaves I would do it, and if I
could do it by freeing all the
slaves I would do it; and if I
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Accompaning the
birthday honoree to the
Governor's office were Dr.
and Mrs. Joe T. Odle of
Jackson (center right and
right respectively), Riley's
daughter and sort-in-law.
Born January 6, 1878,
Riley was one of 13
Children of Mr. and Mrs.

Andrew Jackson Riley of
Marshall County
Kentucky. The elder Mr.
Riley was to named by his
grandfather who served
under General Andrew
Jacksim during the Battle
of New Orleans in 1812.

he pastored churches
throughout Tennessee and
Western Kentucky. _

When asked to what he
attributes his longevity,
Riley replied, "I practice
good eating and sleeping
habits and leave off the
things that aren't good for
As faith would have it, Mr. me. Vegetables and
Riley who attended Union cornbread are my favorites
University in Jackson, and I prefer sorghum
molasses for breakfast."
Tenn., and taught in the
Kentucky school system,
Riley doesn% have the
married Miss Cora Kendall
on Oct. 21. 1905 who was one longevity franchise in his
of his pupils. Mrs. Riley family, his father and
brother both lived to be 95
will be 85 years old in April
of this year.' Mrs. Odle is also.
their only child.
,Jacksoe
He moved
two years ago to live with
Riley left the classroom
Dr. and Mrs. Odle. Mrs.
and was ordained a Baptist
1910.
Riley is in a local nursing
1,
Oct.
on
Minister
home.
For many years thereafter
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Retired Baptist Minister
L.R. Riley, (second from
left) seems to have found
the proverbial " Fountain
of Youth" that has enabled
him to observe his 95th
birthday. To celebrate he
recently visited with
Governor Bill Waller (left)
and for his birthday the
Governor presented Riley
with a pair of gold cuff
links that bear the Seal of
the State of Mississippi.
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greatness --a plain man from
humble origins whose staunch
courage and steadfast purpose finally saved the Union
and preserved it for succeeding generations.
One man who already saw
Lincoln's greatness in historical perspective, even as
the president lay dying bs an
assassin's hand more than a
century ago, was Secretary of
War Edwin M. Stanton, who
made the prophetic remark
-Now he belongs to the ages."

history, did the true genius of
this modest, unpretentious
man come to be appreciated.
Then other men marveled
at the brilliant mind which,
through all the tumult, could
pierce to the heart of complex
problems, where right and
wrong seemed inextricably
mingled, with unerring logic.
Today Lincoln is held in universal regard as the embodiment of American democracy 'Americans revere him as
a symbol of the nation's
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In Man's World, She's
Expert Satellite Veteran
By ANDREW TORCH'S
NAIROBI. Kenya IAP1
- Chivalrous Italian space
technicians can't get over
the top American on
launch day is a trim blue-eyed
blonde
Its a novelty for them,
says Mrs Marjorie Townsend
They keep on telling me how
unusual it is for a woman to do
my job
As manager of the U S Small
Astronomy Satellite project
Mrs. Townsend aims for the
moment on the seaborne rocket
platforms off the Kenyan coast

Kennedy
Limousine
To Retire
WASHINGTON AP) --- The
limousine in which President
John F. Kennedy' was assassinated will be retired from government service, probably to a
museum, the Secret Service
says
The 1961 black Lincoln Continental will be returned soon to
the Ford Motor Co., which
leases the armor-plated presidential ''security limousines,"
according to Jack Warner of
the Secret Service
At least one firm has expressed an interest in selling
the historic' vehicle, but a Ford
spokesman said the auto
"would not be promoted by
anybody "
The Edison Institute, which
operates the Henry Ford Museum in Greenfield Village,
Mich.. has the first option on
the auto, the Ford spokesman
said
'if the museum turns down
the vehicle, which is doubtful,
the auto probably will be destroyed, he added
Russell Kruse of Kiu.se Classic Auction Co of Auburn, Ind.,
Use firm that recently sold
Adilph Hitler's staff car for
$153.000, said the Kennedy auto
could bring up to a quarter-million dollars on the auction
block.
The Ford spokesman, however, emphasized that the tar
would be "retired gracefully"
and would not be sold.
The limousine was 90 per
cent rebuilt in 1964 following
the assassination m Dallas in
1963, a Secret Service spokesman said.
Ford in 1968 signed an eightyear contract to keep two highpowered, specially equipped
presidential limousines available at the White House and to
build a new one every four
years.
President Lyndon B Johnson
received a new car in 1968 and
President Nixon received his
new one last year. The one in
which Kennedy was killed, however, has been used occasionally since its renovation.

when "I tell the Italians the
spacecraft is go and the Italians
launch it "
She took part Us the succest7
f ul orbiting Nov. 16 of a National Aeronautics and Space Administration satellite to study
high-energy cosmic radiation,
the fifth Italian-American
launch from the San Marco
equatorial range since 1967
Italians may still consider
space a man s arena but Mrs
Townsend. 42, says she gets
scant kidding about being a
woman from NASA coworkers
at Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt. Md She's been
with NASA 13 years. six of them
as the first woman satellite
project manager in the l' S
space program
Mrs Townsend joined a
man's world in 1951 when she
became the first woman to obtain an engineering degree
from George Washington Umversity She helped develop antisubmarine warfare methods
during eight years at the U.S
Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington. C
At Greenbelt. Mrs Townsend
guides the design, •budgeting
and construction of Small Astronomy Satellite experiments
The next San Marco launch on
her schedule is in 1975
Evenings she helps the
younger of her four sons with
homework or ducks into the
basement of their Washington.
D C . home to work on the family hobby - a profitable job
printing business Or she goes
over the accounts for her husband. Charles, an obstetrician

INTO ORBIT. - Mrs Marjorie Townsend. manager of the
Small Astronomy Satellite project for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration displays a photograph of the SAS-B
spacecraft launched off the coast of Kenya'
both their father and me for our (bet between her job and her
work, and respect for parents is role as a woman but there are
hard to come by these days,
few feminine frills in her life
she said
She says she had her last wom'My experience in the work- an-to-woman gabfest during her
ing world is a major asset in sorority days in college and I
talking to my children I can go shopping about once a year
tell them its rough out there ' - that's one of the things I
Mrs Townsend sees no eon- don I have time for
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Survey Shows Cash
Rewards Help Little
In School Classroom
WASHINGTON (API - Cash
rewardsfor teachers won't improve Johnny's reading and
arithmetic, according to the
evaluation of a $770,000 federal
experiment.
But there appears to be some
hope of improvement if his parents also are eligible for incentives based on his progress.
The controversial experiment
was conducted last school year
in Cincinnati, Ohio; Jackson---vtlle,--Fta..; Sin- Antonio; Tex..,
and Oakland, Calif.
One grade school was chosen
in each district, each with 500
to 700 predominantly poor and
black pupils with very low
grades.
Teachers were offered bonuses of up to $1,200 if their
classes improved significantly
in reading and math.
In addition, parents of pupils
in the San Antonio and Oakland
test schools could earn up to
$100 if the classes as a whole
improved.
_ In _reading, there was an
"educationally significant uscrease" in achievement only in
Oakland, an apparent decrease
in Cincinnati and negligible
changes in the other two
schools, the evaluation said.
In mathematics, learning 41creased at Oakland and San
Antonio, it said.
Planar Corp,. which analyzed
the results, - recommended to
the U.S. Office of Education
that teacher-only incentives
-not be further researched or
advocated."
But the parent-teacher idea
should be explored further over
a- three-;ear period,: the Contractor recommended.
Even before it began, the experiment was rocked with criticism from some teachers,
school board members. administrators and parents
The teachers said they already were doing their best and
that cash rewards probably
would not increase their mob-

He spends his working life
with women and I spend mine
with men
she said "Turnabout is fair play
Mrs Towasend says she gets
an occasional -Margie. come
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Thirty Johnny his watch. After viewing
home plea from her husband years old and couldn't tell time. the selection, they, finally
during long business trips. Al-..,. -That was Johnny's situation decided- upon a big pocket
though her job keeps her away when he arrived at Blackburn
watch.
from Washington for periods up
Correctional Complex.
Johnny was completely
to two months. She finds it pays
Johnny came to Blackburn's overwhelmed when 'presented
diy idends in keeping in contact
Pre-release Program from the with his new watch.
with her teen-aged boys
at
Reformatory
State
"I didn't know what to
The kids are generally pret- LaGrange to complete his two- think." he said. ,-That was
ty proud of me They respect
for pretty nice of them."
sentence
year
housebreaking.
. Johnny. said he had no idea
Upon arrival, officials they were planning to get him a
assigned him to work detail but watch but in about two %eeks he
soon learned Johnny really could tell time.
needed to be in school.. Once in
"I think the most important
school, he slowly progressed thing the itch did for 'Johnny.
until he could add, subtract and was to _give him more conread simple sentences. His lidence,*says Loyd Fletcher
teacher, Barbara Stanfill, felt acting superintendent ii,UBlackthat,- if' Johnny only had- -5- burn. "When he first came here
WASHINGTON, DC-Paul
watch, he could learn to tell he would just go and huh( rather
Peace
deputy
former
Jones,
11,
time.
than face people When he
Corps Director in Thailand, has
Mrs. Stanfill's words slowly realized people cared enough
been appointed director of
ACTION's Southern region. leaked back to the dormitray abOut him to buy him a watch. it
Walter C. Howe, ACT1ON's where Johnnny lives. His fellow really changed him."
Johnny
In less than a month Johnm
acting director announced inmates decided
deserved to have a wtach and a 7si ill leave Blackburn and return
tdday.
collection of dimes and quarters to his home in Beattyville where
Jones, 42, a native of was taken until enough money he plans to work at the local
Alabama. will direct all AC- was raised.
sawmill. He knows his watch
TION domestic volunteer
An official accomnied one will be useful in helping him get
programs in the eight-state of the inmates into town to buy to work ori'time.
Region IV district, comprising
florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky;North Carolina and South
Carolina, with headquarters in
Atlanta, Ga.
He succeeds Frank Williams,
who has been named Deputy
Associate Director of ACTION.
WASHINGTON (AP)- With ing lower-priced items in their
in charge of Volunteers in food prices rising, the Navy has menus.
"Menus will be just as notri
Service to America i VISTA). ordered mess cooks to substi•
Jones was swgrn in as tute hamburger for steaks and tious bid not as delicious," ex
•
Goose Fashions • regional director February 1. chops:'Army troops will be eat- plained a military' food-servici
officer.
by Christopher R. Mould, ing more pot roast.
Bel-Air Shopping • ACTION's director of domestic
Adm. Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr .
The armed services like
•
Center
• operations,at ceremonies at the many housewives-are cutting in a message to all commands,
Federal Building in Atlanta.
their grocery' bills by substitut- noted a 20-per-cent rise in Navt,
food costs over the past six
nionths.
The Agriculture Departinew
Tuesday reported a 5 per cent
rise in food prices from mid
-December to niid-January,
21-per-cent increase over last
January's prices.
Zumwalt, the chief of nava
operations, ordered food man
agers Jan. 11 to "suspend re
quisitioning of selected high
gecost luxury_ and covenience
items" Uch as steaks, roasts,
lamb chops and lobster and to
reduce "consumption of other
high-cost items."
Similar orders are expected
shortly from the Marine Corps.
The Army and Air Force
have yet to adopt these drasto.
measures but officials indicate
similar steps may be 'taken if
the price trend continues.
"We're watching very closely
the rapid price rise of certain
things" such as shrimp, lobster, minute steaks, sirloin and.
some fish fillets, said the chief
of the Army's buying program.
"Steak is still on the nienu."
Special price
said the officer who asked. not
to be quoted by name, "but
we'll have'more pot rbast and
swiss steak than ever before."

•

vation.
But the sharpest criticism
was heaped on thE concept .01 _
paying parents to be parents.
Planar said that its evaluation, a two-inch-thick document, tends to "vindicate the
several teachers whose reaction
to the notion of an incentives
project was, in effect, that the
offer of incentives alone, with-.
out any substantive
prescriptions, would not cause
thern-t0 do-anything differently
because they had been working
as hard and as effectively as
they were able."
Incentives for both teachers
and parents did not appear to
foster cooperation to boost
class grades, the firm added.

Hospital Report
January 30, 1973
ADULTS._ Ill
NURSERY..4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMLSSALS
- Mrs. Eugene Faye ChildresS,
Route 1, Dexter, Henry Jerone
SnOw, 1617 Mineral Wells,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs, Louise
Bilbrey, 108 N. 7th Street,
Murray, Master Jeffery Allan
Thompson, Green Acres Tr, Ct.
Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Dowdy, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Ida Sue Conner,
Route 1, Benton, Master James
E Estes, Route 1, Hardin,
Warren Darrall Mathis, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Dorothe Jean
Harriford and Baby Girl, 205
College Courts, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley Ann Knight, Route 3,
--111urrar;-• Carl Ray, Murray.
Mrs. Louise Z. Conwin, 1715
Wells Blvd., Murray', Mrs.
Mary Waters Farmer,806 Olive
Street, Murray, Mrs, Rubena
Williams McNeely, Lynn
Humphrey'
.Grove, Terry
Lawrence, 1503 Belmonte,
Burnett Grover
Murra_y
Waterfield, 100
12th.SIteet,
Murray.

LET'S

Should mayors
have school tie?
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
With educational storms engulfing municipal government agencies outside the
schools, it is not unusual for a
mayor to become a lightening
rod for complaints.
It is natural for His Honor to
want to respond to political
pressures to "do something
about the schools," but in
most jurisdictions, legally, he
cannot. All he cah do is use his
position and what has been
is a
- ealled "jawboRing.'-'
tricky game. The cry of political interference in education
is tough to beat.
Jerome m. Ziegler, Pennsylvania's , higher education
commissioner and former
aide to Jerome Cavanagh
former mayor of Detroit,
writing in City magazine,
says school systems should
become a municipal department under mayoral control
with a superintendent appointed by the mayor,
Neither the idea nor the unsubstantiated generalities
Ziegler cites tg support his
views are new or novel. His
article is interesting because
_iL comes from a highly placed
education official in a state
where, except for Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia, school
boards are elected.
All Keystone State school
boards are fiscally independent, levying their own taxes
to raise operating and some
capital funds and dispensing
them.
In the two cities, the mayor,
by virtue of his governmental
and political position, does exercise some control over the
school systems. Although
Philadelphia Mayor Frank
Rizzo made many people
happy by firing Superintendent Mark Shedd, the departure of a major school system's chief executive has little affect on the dasly lives or
education of pupils.
Ziegler argues that school
boards are not as responsive
to the people as an elected
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mayor. According to the National School Boards Association NSBA), 40o1 the boards
in the. nations-- 50 largest
school systems. are elected.
Appointment to a 4ISt board
is confirmed by voters.
Thirty-five big city boards are
fiscally independent and only
a dozen are dependent. Nearly all school boards in 38 of the
50 states are elected and nearly all boards in 34 states are
fiscally independent.
Many federal education and
other social welfare programs
-are designed specifically to
keep control and money out of
the hands of rapacious mayors, municipal legislators and
'assorted bureaucrats because
of their practice of ignoring
the people, although federal
bureaucrats have not been an
improvement.
Ziegler intimates that may
• have been drawn into
school problems against their
will. No mayor worth a vote
ever took action he did not
want to take or that would not
benefit him.
In an attempt to cling to the
myth that school boards are
riot political, the NSBA might
be indignant about allowing
as political an animal as a
mayor to run a school syitem
School boards are and ought
to be political. Voters thereby
can exercise some control
over children's education and
future through the political
ocess
A spirited school board
-election is a boon. It is up to
the people to question candidates closely and they usually
do. Many municipal officials
and mayors like elected, fiscally autonomous school
boards. When people complain about high property
taxes, His Honor can explain
that the high taxes are levied
by the school board. Municipal taxes have stayed about
the same for many years
'while school district taxes
climb ever upward. This point
usually receffes the attention
it deserves during elections

MARKET 414 SALES
414 N. Market St. - Don Veazey, Mgr.
Paris, Tenn. — Phone 901-642-6996
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•5" Foam Mattress
•Teething Rails on all sides
*Double Drop Sides
•Pineapple-yellow color
5" FOAM

BABY

BABY MATTRESS

HIGH CHAIRS

BUMPER AND BIB

ConPlete
Only

$888

•Removable Trays 0.
•Solid Wood in 42
Maple or White
11
Enamel

25
UP

BABY CRIBS

BABY CHESTS

$2995 up
,BABY STROLLERS

$4895up
WIN

$ 1695 UP
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Magazines bring back memories
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Whatever became of them
- those beloved magazines
which helped to shape the
lives of a furnur generation'
*lie of them simply died a
natiltal death due to the inc.easing "sophistication" of
readers who felt that the newer publications must be better
simply because they were
newer. Some of them were
-improved" right off the
market, and many of them
could not compete with radio
and TV.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
Gloria Steitieln May as well
know it now as later- the
ladies still are a decade or
more away from flying in
space
Recently there were putslolled accounts of how American women would be going
aloft early in the U.S manned
space shuttle program, originally scheduled for test flights
in 1978 or 1979
Two conditions, one of them
new, rule out female astronauts during pioneer space
shuttle missions The new one
is President Nixon's order to
chop shuttle funds sharply In
the next six months and in the
fiscal year to follow. The 'old
one is that the federal space
agency will use up its reservoir of astronauts who have
yet to fly in space before it
writes "she- on the door of a
compartment.
shuttlecraft
Space agency officials say
publicly the shuttle cuts will
slow the program by a year or
so, putting the first operational missions into 1981 or 1982.
But aerospace industry
spokesmen claim the spending reductions may delay
operational flights until 1983
or 1984
Some components of the
shuttle system still are in the
research and development
stage and budget trunnung
will slow the pace of this
phase, they point out. The 1200
million space agency cut deu-eed by the President is less
than half the cost of a single
Apollo lunar expedition $455 million But aerospace
firms have been warned by
their Washington offices that

But whatever the cause of
their demise, the mere mention of their names brings
back memories of a different
world to those who knew and
loved them and the times they
portrayed
Probably the first one to
come to anyone's mind is the
Saturday Evening Post
which haS since resumed
publicationi
And when you say Saturday
Evening Post to an old-timer,
he immediately thinks of
Scattergood Bathes and Tugboat Annie - good stories
about good people and a way

deeper slashes by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are in the works
for the space budget for the
fiscal year beginning next
July 1.
In this event, the timetable
for the krst space shuttle
flights could slip even further.
That's only half the story.
The other chapter is that
some 20 astronauts who have
vent years tranung for a
space mission have yet to fly
on one.
Only nine astronauts will fly
on the three upcoming Skylab
missions this year, and most
of those are veterans of
earlier Gemini or Apollo missions.
Consequently the stillgrounded astronauts will get
first call for shuttle missions,
ahead of any women, NASA
officials concede, in all fairness to their dedication to the
U.S. space program.
For example, of 10 astronaut-scientists still on the active list, only one has gone into space --- Harrison (Jack)
Schmitt, the bachelor geologist who flew to the moon on
Apollo 17. Seven of the 17 astronaut-scientists selected in
1965 and 1967 have resigned
from the space corps because
they were passed over so
many times.
Moreover, the early shuttle
program will require experienced astronauts to achieve
some of the highly complicated missions, such as
launching satellites from
space and repairing disabled
ones already flying around
the globe.
Nobody is trying to play
freeze-out with the ladies. It's
just that for a while yet space
niust be a man's new world

of tile almost unknown today.
And who can forget those inimitable covers by Norman
Rockwell which so realistically pictured life in those days?
Then there was Liberty
Magazine which everyone
read you were simply passe
if you didn't,. Besides, it always had such beautiful covers - copies of famous paintings in the most beautiful colors and just right for franung.
There were ladies' magazines such as McClure's,
which were packed with
stories especially continued
so that everyone__
stories
waited eagerly for the next issue to find out what happened
next Some of the women's"
magazines also had timely •
articles on homemaking and
even on political questions of
the day, as well as page after
page of fashions for which
you could buy the patterns for
ten cents each
In this class were the Delineator and Pictorial Review.
They also had special sections
for children
The Delineator had a little
Delineator for little folks,
which had to be cut out and
sewed together to make a tiny
magazine, and the principal
character in it was Deli-bear.
Also, there were the cutouts
vrtuch were made so that
some parts were movable and
which portrayed the amazing
adventures of Ridge and Dick
and Oleo
The Pictorial Review featured tie Dolly Dingle paper
dolls. Dolly Dingle herself
was a chubby round-faced little girl with lots of pretty
dresses and coats and hats
She traveled all over the
world and met dolls from almost any country you could
name, each with her ward-

robe of national costumes.
And Dolly even worked in a
canteen during World War I
and served paper doughnuts
and coffee to paper doughboys
and also helped out as a Red
Cross nurse.
Then there was the Woman's Home Companion which
also published excellent
stories, but to the children the
adventures of Jack and Betty,
which could be made Into a
separate little magazine, and
the.Kewpie Kutouts remember Stern Irene, the gardener's daughter' were the really important features.
There were magazines especially for young people III,
and is there anyone over forty
who didn't read either the
Youth's Companion or St. —
Nicholas, or both' And for the
younger children there was
little Folks Magazine full of
the most charming stories some of them continued and poems, which held small
readers fascinated for hours.

By HAROLD Mt-CONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service

slate park lodge to be opened
in Ohio. Rates are $15 a night
for one person, $20 for two.

Japan has started the
wheels rolling for the International Ocean Exposition in
Okinawa in 1975. It has invited
140 countries and 34 international organizations to participate. Ten pavilions will be
built. Besides exhibits, countries will be allowed to display
historically famous ships up
to 500 tons and small folk vessels typical of eacticountry in
the Expo port. Larger ships
will be exhibited in another
area. The main exposition
theme is "The Sea We Would
Like to See."

Swissair has something new
on its two daily flights from
New York. It's raclette cheese
--- and is offered as an alternative to the buffet as the second meal. It's Bagne cheese
-- scraped'onto a warm plate
while it's being melted - and
served with small boiled potatoes, gherkins and pickled
pearl onions

Trans World Airlines says
as long as travel group
charters are in effect TWA
"Will remain fully competitive."
It has filed a contract with
the Civil Aeronautics Board
calling for operation of 39
travel group charters between the West Coast and
London during 1973's peak
travel season (June 18-Sept.
15). Minimum charge for a
round trip flight will be $308 a
person. Travellers Adventures, Inc., is associated with
TWA in the program.

There were special magazines for rural dwellers, too.
For the men there were the
Orange Judd Farmer and the
Country Gentleman and poultry magazines too numerous
to mention, and for the ladies
that famous periodical, the
Farmer's Wife, which meant
so much to so many isolated
farm women.
For it brought them stories
and patterns and recipes to
brighten what could sometimes be a lonely, drab life,
especially in winter
There were many more
which brought happiness to
households everywhere, but
which have now joined the
ranks of so many former treasures -- gone but not
forgotten.

TRIBUTE TO OR, KING - Something non Western
emerges as Geraldine McCullough greets people after on
veiling in Chicago of statue portraying Martin Luther King
Jr Unveiling was part of ceremonies commemorating birth
of slain preacher, civil rights leader, and Nobel winner

Ohio's newest vacation facility is the 50-room Shawnee
State Lodge in Portsmouth
State Park. The $3.4 million
lodge is located on a hill overlooking Turkey Creek Lake. It
has an extensive system of
ramps and other facilities for
the handicapped. It is the fifth

FABRIC SALE
Sole Starts Friday Morning, Feb. 2

Large Selection

Polyester EA.
Cotton Blends

AU. TYPES

ZIPPERS
and

THREAD

2

price

With Purchase
of Fabric For
Salo
ONE TABLE

BUTTONS

25
UP

For a limited
This is such a terrific opportunity to save, it's almost a give-away,
(no matter
sews
that
machine
any
on
$910,00trade-in
an
timetwe'll give you at least
Sew- sewing
What rriake or condition) when you buy the new Golden Touch &
sewing
machine Model 750 with 576 carrying case The Golden Touch & Sew
bobbin
that repush-button
5niger
exclusive
the
like
teatimes
machine has
winds right in the machine There's a full range of stretch and fashion stitches
plus the Singer exclosive.asoft-touch fabric feed system You can change presser feet easily - they snap on and

NtAks.A0s
APPROVED SINGER DEALER

SEWING CENTER
WIND ONLY - Criss Ash is happy at Broken Bow,
Neb., with his antique "turkey tail- windmill replica
which looks good but doesn't pump water. Ash, called a
"windmill nut." has been offered $1.000 for this one

Open 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday

A honeymoon in the winter",
For those who may be interested, Holiday Inns suggest a
seven-day, six-night vacation
in the Caribbean at Montego
Bay, Jamaica 1$456 a
couplet; Bermuda, $325;
Freeport, Grand Bahama Island, $415; Paradise Island,
Nassau, $473; Curacao, $355,
or Aruba, $496. A lot of extras
are thrown in, such as gourmet breakfast and dinner and
sourverur photo, at most of
the resorts
Greek Line's 23,000-ton
Olympia will sad May 29 from
New York on an 11-day stayaboard cruise in the Virgin Islands Calls will be made at
San Juan, St Thomas and St.
Maarten. Rates start at $395
and are lower than those
charged for other tripe at that
time of year.
People in San Francisco's
Chinatown will whoop it up
between now and Feb 19 in
celebration of the Year of the
()x, 4671 on the Chinese lunar
calendar

-
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Wood Framing Could Reduce Energy Crisis In Country

RELIGION

Jews
raise
billions
Si CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - American
Jews have banded together to
1.unduct their own private foreign aid program at a edst of
billions of dollars
They have dug into their
Extets to help troubled Jewish communities wherever
help has been needed To Israel alone they ha‘e given at
least twice as much financial
support as the U -S government has provided

•
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Wood traits' onstrtwt1011 can
help ease the nation's energy
crisis by decreasing heating
and cooling requirements in
residential and commercial
structures, according to a
report by the Southern -Forest
Products Aiteciation.
The --energy rrisis" became
an alaribing reality in past
weeks as America's fuel tanks
dipped toward the empty mark
in tweeting the-surge ill.deuiand.
bpiught on by bitter cold
weather Shortages of oil and
natural gas forced factor)
-shunkiwris to conserve dwinchilled
(Of
fuel
dling
• I mites% nix*.
Use of lumber framing_ ih
residential and other buildings,
the Southern- Fafest- -Prialuita
Associaton points out, can Slow
4 the ,eneril -drain and tlifts
contribute to energy 'conservation nationwide.
The SETA report notes that
IA nod frame construction cuts
the demand for energy. in two
ways. First, it take less energy
to produce wood building

The extent of Jewish generosity at home and abroad was
disclosed in the recently issued 1972 American Jewish
Year Book, which reported
that more than $4 5 billion was
raised by central Jewish community orgaruzations alone in
annual campaigns in the
United States between 1939
and the end of 1971
Nearly $1 5 billion of that
syrn waaramed in the last five
of the 33 years covered by the
report.
Not included in the over-all
figures were the millions of
dollars given Wally to local
causes
(Airing the 33 years, world
Jewry went through a massive upheaval caused by Hit.
lee's persecutiofts and Wc:rld
War 11 The tax-deductible
contributions of American
Jew s.went to help displaced
persons, released prisoners of
the Nazis, the new state of Israel. immigrants to Israel and
the United States, and a wide
variety of good works in this
country, some of them of henefit to non-Jews as well
The United Jewish Appeal,
established in 1939, has provided nearly $1 Et5 billion to Israel since the country was
formed in 1448, while other organizations have also given
arierously One-of the major
contributors has been Hadassah. the national Jewish women's organization, which has
sent more than $200 million
In addition, sales of Israel
bonds in the United States had
reached $1 588 billion by the
end of 1971.
As of mid-1971, the U.S.
government's economic aid to
Israel totaled about 11.33 billion, including $975 nulhon in
loans, of which the Year Book
said $514 million had been repaid, and grants and technical
of $370 million. That left
the net American aid to Israel
at $832 million, according to
the Year _Book, which was
published jointly by the
American Jewish Committee
and the Jewish Publication
Society of America:
•
The Year Book also reported that the number of
Jews in the Uruted States had
risen to6 million from 5.8 million in 1968 This growth rate,
just under 3 per cent, comperes with the annual growth
rate of the total population.
Jewish giving to domestic
and foreign causes has hit
records in almost every year,
the report said, emphasizing
that none of the money raised
in this country has gone into
Israel's military effort
-Since the 1967 Six-Day
War,- it said, -Jews in the
United States. Canada, and
other countries have recogruzed that the welfare, health,
education and related needs
of immigrants in Israel required massive additional
'voluntary support for services, which the people of Israel could no longer help finance because of their other
direct responsibilities
"Philanthropic funds have
continued to be an important
source of income for Israel's
economy. These funds are
specifically earmarked for
welfare, health and educational programs A by-product effect is that the exchange
of dollars for pounds is helpful
to the economy of the country"

Proper grip provides
better car control
There is a proper grip of the
steering wheel suggested by
most driving instructors and
used most frequently by professional drivers which can
provide better control of the
car under almost every driv•
ing..condition.
Imagine the steering wheel.
as if it were a clock and place
your left hand at 10 o'clock
and your right hand at 2
o'clock. Now you have the
"professional grip"

pi.,.ducts. And sia ;aid, isoti is
the best insulator of all building
materials. resulting in-less
energy to run heaters and airconditioners.
Trees use only the energy of
the sun to grow, the SEPA
report emphasizes. Then at the
sawmill, after harvesting, only
4:10 kilowatt hours of electricity
or its equivalent IS required to
produce -a ton of lumber. In
ton of steel eonsullies, 2,700 kilowatt hours, a
ton of a aluminum 17,000 kwh.

Wood is also a natural insulator, with millions of tiny air
cells trapped within its structure providing a barrier against
heat and cold.
Data from the _American
of
Heating.
Society
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers show that
one inch of wood is four times as
efficient,an insulator as cinder
block, six times as efficient as
brick, 15 times as efficient as
concrete or stone, 400 times as
efficient as stell. and 1,770 tapes

Improving the thermal insulation of building materials,
the SEPA report continues, thus
results in significant savings in
energy and operating costs, not
to mention greater comfort and
liveability.
And by conserving energy.
the report adds, air pollution is
reduced.' An estimated 10 per
cent of air pollutants conic from
space -heating, which dumps
some. 15 rwillion. tons . of
pollutants into the air each
ear.

,lii eint as alumnimwn.
In studies conducted by the
N;itiiiiial Association of Honie
fill I I ders Research Foundation,
Inc a wood frame house used
23 per cent less heat energy
than an identical masonry.
housc during the cold season,
iiiil It; per cent less energy
during Ihe air-conditioning
season
Operating costs for the wood
frauw_liouse were also lower,
reflecting a total savings of $56
a year
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Thrilling
drama in
Nigeria
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LAST PLANE FROM ULL
by Charles Kearey; Holt.
Rinehart and Winston; 224
pages: $5.95.
Reviewed By
CHARLES OHL
It's been so long since
you've seen one that you had
thought they were extinct - a
crackling good story without
grubbing around in the fourletter pigsty.
In the "Last Plane From
Uli," Charles Kearey has produced one of those tensionfilled books that keeps you up
when you know you should go
to bed
The setting is Nigeria during the recent civil war and
the main characters are John
Gibson, a fly-for-hire pilot
who once flew for the rebels in
the Congo: Gisella Griffin, a
supersecretary based in
the office of an
Rome
American oil millionaire;
Yousef Gobi, economic adviser to the Federal Nigerian
government: Col. Christopher, a dedicated rebel
caught on the losing side.
Gibson's mission to Nigeria
is oil - to nail down oil rights
for a Texas oil company To
do so he is drawn ever deeper
into the desperate struggle
between the federal government and the breakaway I bos.
Much'of the fabric of "Last
Plane From Uli" is obviously
fiction but there is just as obviously a lot that is true in the
book's structure. The action
centers around mercenary
pilots, and author Kearey ac- .
tually did fly for the rebel
forces of Moishe Tshombe's
Katangese air force in the
Congo He also learned of the
Nigerian conflict from conversations with another mercenary pilot, Bill Fortwn.
But more important than
the amount of fact or fiction in
the book is Kearey's skill with
words and his ability to build
tension from chapter to chapter This book MOVES. From
the heavy blows dealt by Biafra's lone plane, an old B-26
bomber flown by a mercenary, to the federal government's fledgling air force, to
the final bloody moments of
the escape from 111i, this novel
zips from page to page.
You may recall reading
about the Nigerian conflict in
your newspaper. This book
puts you there

China sends students
to study in England
Nearly. 200 students from
Communist China are to study
English at educational centers in London in 1973
Their visit is the reSult of
negotiations by the Foreign
(Xfice which regards their instruction and experience of
the British way of life as contributing to improving relationships between the two
countries.

Swiss Parliament
invites visitors
Visitors can take free
guided tours of the Parliament Building in the Swiss
capital of Berne on Sundays at
9, 10, 11 a.m., and 2 and 3 p.m.,
and on-wrkdays at 4 p m
BoVi chambers will be in
session for the winter and
tourists are invited to join the
.spectators-seated in the galteries to view the debates of
the Swiss derno4ra tic process
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In a recent report entitled
- Another
environmental
-"The Potential for Energy
benefit collies from the fact that
Conservation," the President's
among the major raw material
Emergency
of
Office
resources, wood alone ,is
Preparedness concluded thii)
biodegradable. Inorganic
for energy conservation -the
materials call for yet additional
most significant opportunity in
energy drains to recycle or
it •
the residential sector
when
them
otherwise disPOse of
improved insulation of houses.'•
use has been terminated.
This statement,takes an
The use of wood for house added meaning in view ot
training and other purposes, OEP's estimate that some 13 1
the Southern Forest Products million new households will hi'
Association stresses, would created during the 70s. with...
substantially extend the supply houshoht heating and coolim,
of (*pieta* resources such as accounting for two-thirds of
natural gas, petroleum, coal. total projected energy
sumption.
iron ore and bauxite.
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A CHANGING WORLD

Gas rationing? don't laugh now
plan to reach a hydrocarbon
limit of .08 parts per million
parts of air. In 1970, the most
Most easterners probably
recent year for which there
suckered in their beer the
are accurate records, 1,250
other day when William D.
tons of hydrocarbon were reRuckelshaus, federal envileased every day — moitly by
ronmental chief, suggested
automobiles — into the air of
gas rationing for smogthe Los Angeles basin.
plagued Los Angeles.
He blames Congress for
They might better have butfailure to take action that
toned their collective lips bewould avert the threat of gascause the full meaning of
oline rationing in Los Angeles
what Ruckelshaus had to say - (other parts of the nation, he
eventually will intrude on
said, would escape this
their daily lives just as much
threat; it is uniquely applicaas gasoline rationing would - ble WO to Los Angeles — excessive numbers of cars, ter- ,
affect Los Angeles -- a probrain, weather, etc.).
able loss of 400,000 jobs plus
This is the classic passIng of
many other economic setthe buck that is a part of this
bejk.S.
and other federal administraThe more dangerous fact
tions when big money lurks in
that lay beneath the threat of
the background. Congress
gasoline rationing in the nablames President Nixon and
tion's most mobile area was
Mr. Nixon blames Congress.
the tacit admission that the
It's a rather sad comrnenfederal government and the
tary on our times — times
automobile industry, plus the
when we have the know-how
oil industry, are either unable
to put men on the moon in a
or unwilling to conquer the
magnificent demonstration of
matter of polluted air.
scientific achievement; times
And, when these powerful
when we are conquering what
and-or inconceivably ineffionce were dread diseases.
cient in the case of the federBut, while we have been
al government), members of
able to do such things and
bureaucratioandustrial
the
while Congress and the Nixon
complex are that unwilling or
executive department people
that Inefficient, Mr. John Q.
blame each other for high
Public has to pay the bill.
prices and hundreds of other
What Ruckelshaus is seekdomestic ills, neither one has
ing, under court order, is a
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
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HELLO,PEPPERMINT
PATTY? WE'RE
THINKIN6 Af5OVIT
• HAWS A
TESTIMONIAL CANNER
RR CHARM FRXIN
COULD YOU XiME!

WHAT HAPPENS AT A
TE5T MONiAL DINNER?

unfavorably as Smogville,
gone to the heart of the probU.S.A. New York City has
lem of clean air -- the autosmog frequently that rivals
mobile industry and the oil inLos Angeles, Tokyo and Londustry. Instead, Ruckelshaus
don. So do other metropolitan
has the only segment of the
economy without the lobby to
- yeas of the nation.
Thus, those in the East
twist industrial and politeal
be wary of excess
should
arms - the motortng public.
amusement over Los Angeles'
The state of California has
plight as aired in the trial baldemonstrated an interest in
loon of bureaucrat Ruckelclean air far beyond that of
shaus.
the federal government It
When the federal governhas voted stringent regulament and major industries
tions regarding what kinds of
show joint Ineptness or unautomobiles can drive on
willingness to solve such an
Golden State highways and it
problem as air polunportant
has been in the environniental —
lution everybody becomes the
business longer than any oth-loser sooner or later.
er branch of government
Some small businessmen,
too, are trying — albeit for
MUSKEGON, Mich. API —
profit, and why not — to
A blind teacher who won a Sucome up with machines that
preme Court battle to get her
do not rely on the internal
job back will be able to start
combustion engine. But, their
teaching English again Monfunds are few, and the giants
day.
of the automobile industry
Evelyn Weckerly, 31, will
take a view less than enthusihandle five English classes a
astic of efforts to develop a
day, Principal William Hanisteam-powered car and other
chen of Mona Shores High
variations that would reduce
School said Tuesday.
air pollution.
Miss Weckerly was fired in
The people of the United
1968 when school officials
States accepted gasoline raclaimed she could not control
tioning in World War II in
her classes. The State Tenure
good humor -- because there
Commission ruled in her favor.
was an urgent need for such a
The State Court of Appeals rerestriction. Today, however,
versed the decision, but the Suthe situation is different —
preme Court ordered her re-inand it will not always be limstated with back pay.
ited to Los Angeles, known
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Begley Drug
Has Record
Nine Months
The Begley Drug Company,
Richmond, Kentucky has
announced Sales and Operating
Revenues of $13,766,898 for the
nine months ended December
31, 1972: a record, for any first
nine months period in the
company's 51 -year history.
Sales for the nine months just
ended were $1,178,900 greater
than the $12,587,998 recorded in
the corresponding nine months
last year. Income from.. Continuing
Operations for the nine months
was $484,837, • compared with
$329,582 for the first nine
months last year.
Net Income for nine months
was $484,837, contrasted with
Net Income of $144,098 for nine
months last ear I Last year's
Net Income for the nine months
was reduced by $36,295
representing a Loss from
Discontinued Operations, and
an Extraordinary Charge of
$149,189.
For the nine months ended
December,. 31, earnings per
common share were 81 cents, an
increase of 50 cents over the 22
cents for the like period last
year. Begley Drug has paid
$174,666. in dividends thru nine
months representing 30 cents
per common share and it has
previously announced it will
pay another regular 10 cents
cash dividend per common
share on February 15 to
stockholders of record January
26.
With the addition of another
full-line drug store in the
Crossroads Shopping Center.
Lexington. its 9th location In
that market, Begley's now
operates 34 stores in Kentucky'.
A new drug store will open in
Corbin in early February. Big B
One Hour Cleaners, a whollyowned subsidiary. operates 55
stores in six states. One new
cleaner will open in Lexington
during February.
Begley Drug also operates
twp other subsidiaries: B & B
Equipment and Supply Company.
which
supplies
drycleaning and shirt laundry
equipment and supplies to the
trade, and Big B Franchise,
Inc., a marketing firm which
sells Big B drycleaning franchises.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Veterans
and their families are asking
thousands of questions concerning the benefits their
Government pros ides for them
through the Veterans Administration. Below are some
representatite queries. Additional information may be
.._ obtained at any VA office.
Q-1 *paid like to know who
my husband has designated
beneficiary of his government
life insurance. Where may I
obtain this information?
A--This information can not
be disclosed to anyone other
than the insured or his duly
appointed fiduciary during the
insured's lifetime, unless
authorized by the insured of his
fiduciary.
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Blacks blamed
for leadership

Nader
proposal
opposed

By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
Over the la-st few years in
my articles I have unleashed
attacks upon the majority of
our black politicians. I have
blamed black problems in
predominately black cities on
black leadership.
. I have named individual
politicians who have been, in
my opinion, lax as it relates to
the constituencies they represent.
I recently- criticized- Assemblyman Willie Brown of San
Francisco for bringing the
war in Vietnam Into the Democratic National Convention. I
have criticized California's
only black state senator, Mervyn Dymally, because I feel
his actions have not been in
the best interests of many
thousands of black people who
supported and reelected tum.
I have accused the black
caucus - made up of all the
black congressmen — of boycotting the State of the Union
message delivered by President Nixon because he
wouldn't agree to see them
when they demanded
I have come to the conclusion that the black leadership
in America is exactly whet we
deserve
The black voter hasn't demanded that his elected officials be honest and men of
high character and intergray.
The black voter has constantly rationalized that white
folks are doing it, too. And as

a result of that attitude, we
live in communities where
never before have we had
such political corruption. At
the same time, our conununiOes have become places that
are unsafe for our children,
unfit for our wives and a total
calamity to our parents.
I needn't bore you with statistics of crime, murder, pornography and dope, but if this
is what integration was meant
to be, then ow prayers should
be for segregation.
Let's exanunt how black
elected officials are created
First of all, there are the massive lobbying organizations
that come up with money and
run campaigns and get you
elected.
The American Medical Association has major political
and financial strength. The financial muscle helps congressmen the AMA likes.
Therefore, when it comes
time for the vote as it relates
to quality health coverage
which so many people need,
the trothers in Washington
have little to say.
We could go on and on with
other major organizations or
ooniparues.
The main point, however,
about black politicians is that
the black community hasn't
supported them.
They become the tools of the
political establishment and of
no use to the 30 million black
people who need them
desperately.

Time For POW Bracelets
Is Gone For Thousands
CLARK AIR BASE, The Philippines 1API - The braclets
are nickel-plated copper bands
inscribed with a name, rank
and date. They are worn by
scores of thousands of Americans who treasure those named
as next of kin eVen though they
have never met them.
But now the time for wearing
them has almost past
The names on the bracelets
are of Americans imprisoned or
missing in Indochina. and the
dates show when they disappeared or were captured. To
the wearers, the thin metal
bands were a bond of sympathy
with the imprisoned men, a
way to show that they cared.
The California-based Voices in
a Vital America organized the
campaign several years ago
and mailed out thousands.

leased American POWs on their
way to the United States. The
whole family of one noncommissioned officer is wearing
them.
Kids playing with model aircraft on the grassy lots at
Clark have the bright metal
bands on their wrists. Nurses
at the camp hospital, fighter pilots' wives and red cross workers wear them.
S.Sgt. Vicki Graham who
works for the base newspaper,
pored over the lists of POW
names released by Hanoi and
being printed on a news ticker.
"He's just gotta be on the list,.
he has to be," she said.

She was looking for the name
of S.Sgt. Steven Adams, captured Oct. 18, 1966. She has
been wearing a bracelet with
he
With the POWs coming home, his name for two years. "If
is finally on the the list, and
the bonds will be cut.
comes through Clark, then I'll
•.I'm going to take mine off do all I can to find him and
and break it in two," said 14- give the bracelet," she said.
year-old Connie Schell, the
Tight security restrictions
daughter of a noncommissioned
probably will prevent many
he
"When
officer.
Force
Air
bracelet-wearers from getting
gets out he won't need me anytoo close to the POWs at Clark.
more," she said.
But camp authorities are conAn estimated 3,000 bracelets sidering a proposal to collect
are being worn on Clark Air all the bracelets and give them
Base, the first stop for the re- to the returning men.
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all the forms it's required to
be filled out. Another $18 billion is paid out by small businessmen to fill out these
If the Consumer Protection
forms,""
Agency is created by Congress in this session, it will not
only increase the amount of
forms and paper work, but
force many businesses to diverLenergy and resources to
cope with a ('PA which Nader
wants to empower to intervene in every agency of the
federal government which
touches on consumer interests
- meaning, just about every
one of the hundreds of agencies and govermnent bureaus
will be involved.
When a business, big or
small, must divert energy and
resources to deal with a new
or an old government edict allegedly designed to "protect
the consumer," the very consumer is shortchanged in a
number of ways. First, he
must pay. for government
costs in increased taxes. Second, he must pay higher
prices for increased product
costs and paper work, which
business passes on to the consumer. Third, he pays because the product he buys
may suffer from inferior
quality because a business,
forced to deal with government regulations to allegedly
help the consumer, suffers a
drop in its productivity.
President Nixon, shortly after his landslide victory, said
in an interview that his top
priority would be to cut federal spending and increase productivity. The forces he faces
in Congress may compromise
that pledge. However, the
President could serve both the
cause of the consumer and of
productivity by firmly opposing and actively working for
the defeat of the Ralph Nader
brainchild, the Consumer
Protection Agency.
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NEW YORK — "The
original Intent of regulatory
agencies," observes Dr.
George Roche in his book,
"The Bewildered Society,"
"was to protect the consumer
by encouraging competition
among those serving the public. The actual result of such
agencies has been to retard
competition, thus penalizing
the consumer."
Congress this year will
again be faced with a renewed
demand to create a Consumer
Protection Agency CPA,
conceived and promoted by
Ralph Nader. However, as
Dr. Roche clearl). illustrates
in his book, such agencies in
the past have ended up
"penalizing the consumer"
with higher taxes to pay for
existing federal regulatory
bodies. The consumer also
pays in higher product costs
as businessmen pass on the
costs incurred when dealing
with bureaucratic edicts from
Washington.
The dimension of the bill the
consumer pays for a new
bureaucracy like the proposed CPA or for old agencies
like the Federal Trade Commission is generally hidden
front consumers. Take, for
example, the number of government forms that must be
filled out. A team at the Federal Archives estimated the
number to be 700,000 different
forms. A Senate subcommittee on government, moreover,
reported that it annually costs
"all branches of the federal
government $18 billion a year
to print and shuffle and store

iJeffrey Si. John is a CBS
Radio Network "Spectrum"
and is seen
commt.ntator
regularty on the CBS -wry.
ing News" with John Hart.)
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By JEFFREY ST, JOHN
Copley News Service
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SAN FRANCISCO 1API—A
sheep rancher who claims the
Internal Revenue Service
fleeced him out of refunds
demonstrated his ire by
shearing a Shropshire sheep on
a crowded street outside the
federal building here.
"Every Day is a Fleece-In at
the IRS," read•a sign as Sam
Prather of Philo. Calif.,
sheared the animal on Tuesday.
About 50 bystanders chuckled
at the scene.
Prather complained the IRS
had refused to issue him refund
checksior 1969, 1970 and 1971.
An IFLS spokesman said every
effort is made to expedite refunds.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

cubic inches. Need
1964 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 1969 GTO'. 400
Contact Dean
school.
for
money
locally owned. Phone 753Apartment 9, - Hales
1623.
F1P Bogner.
February 11'
Apartments.
CAMPER VAN, A-I, condition,
$6110.00. Phone 767-6238 after 5:00 1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
p.m.
F2C blue iiith black interior; four
speed. Excellent condition.
F5C
1972 GRAND Torino Sport, yellow $1275.00. Phone 489-2471.
-- -and brown, factory mag wheels,
- AM-FM stereo
radio, 351 1970 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue.
Cleveland engine 3500 actual One miner. Good shape: $1250.00.
F5C
miles. Phone 474-1371.
1.•2 Phone 753-4015.

.SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

NOTICE

11=122211111132113=11=1:14I

MYHILL & WILSON
APPLIANCE
SPRAY PAINTING
Gold, Avacado,
Coppertone, White
753-9382 or 753-6995

WRESTLING
- KING OF SPORTS Calloway County High School Gym
Murray, Ky.- 8:15 p.m.

!SATURDAY, FEB. 31

Main Event

WILL DO baby-sitting in *my
home, day or night. Phone 753station
VOLKSWAGEN
1967
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, red_ with
0593.
F3C
good
mileage,
Low
white interior.. Low mileage. .wagon:Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after condition. Best offer. Route 3,
FEMALE 27 years old. M.S.U.
5:020p.m.
,F5C Bethel Church Road, Box 414.F5P graduate
seeks employment.
Husband in college. Area
1971 DATSUN 510 station wagon, 1971 SUPER BEETLE,' low resident, must have job. Has
20,600 miles, vinyl roof, luggage mileage and like new. $1475.00. previous experience in public
rack, radio, trailer hitch, new Phone 753-2720.
F1C relations and sales, but will
tune up and new muffler.
accept any reasonable emF2P
$1800.00. Phone 753-2650.
ployment. Please call 7531966 BUICK Electra. Above 0741.
F3P
1964 OLDSMOBILE 9 passenger average local car. Phone 753-6429
station wagon, power steering, after 530 p.m., or inquire at 1604
F3P
FOR RENT
power brakes and air con- Locust Drive.
ditioning. Needs some work.
NEATI.Y FURNISHED apart$250.00. Can be seen at 203 South
ment, carpeted and air con11th
Fl
‘
ditioned. Couples or single. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control
located 100 South 13th Street. F1C

Read The Want Ads

MONEY MATTERS

Employes run
some bosses

WII0

Rex Allen & Bobby Whitlock vs.
Kurt & Karl Von Brauner
MANAGED BY GENTLEMAN SAL I. WEINGEROFF•

Work Incentive Program
Lost Purse Allows Funds Recycling

Find a

It not often tAisinessmeri get `ThP1,,Yers. -Once we get the
a chance to recylce $25,000 back employer interested, he said, "I
into their business or get the believe we can sell him. But
opportunity to reinvest that .. first we have to get him interested."
cash in new ventures.
Yet, employers in western
Kentucky are taking advantage
of just such an opportunity
Through the Department of
Economic Security's Work
Incentive Program.
Employers can now get a 20
perctnit tax credit for each
employee hired through the:
program and are realizing solid
capitol savings by. fitting WIN
By NEIL MORLGAN
trained wcrkers into their
Copley News Service
personnel replacements or
expanison plants.
BALI - Bob Dirolf, who got
WIN
emphasizes
job
his degree in hotel manageplacements, -It's better than it
ment from Oklahoma State,
used to be," said Bill Eddins, put his wife and 6-year-old
the program's coordinator. daughter on the 2.15 jet out of
'.Although our staff is small, Bali one day recently. They
there are professionals on hand
were headed for Singapore,
who keep up with erp 10 ,er more- tharr-IA00- air Miler
needs."
across the equator, to visit a
Eddins
feels small to doctor.
medium-sized businesses will
Such are the problems of
gain the most from the tax
the few foreigners living on
credit. "in the Louisville area
Bali Among them are seven
_alone," he said, "there are,, -i4inericans, most of them
_about_ Al_ small _hotness en-helping to manage the Hotel
terpriSes employing less than
Bali Beach, an extraordinary
250 workers, and most of these
mecca which makes the disbusinesses only employ betcovery of Bali a comfortable
ween 25 and 50."
adventure for any American
Based on an employee's
able and willing to fly for 24
Salary of $5,060, each employer
hours to get there
could realize a savings of
"The hotel is the center of
between 10 and 20 percent on
social life on the island," exdirect salary out lays. "With the
plains William Andrews
high cost of doing business these
Kirmse, a Cornell] graduate
days," said Eddins, ''that's too
whose grandfather was presgood of a deal to turn down."
ident
of the New Yorker
Some employers think it costs
Hotel.
more in the long run to handle
-the- papehavrit cannecia-WIth - .Married-WIIbvMIWIN, said Eddins, but actually
girl, Kirmse is now executive
"the increase in clerical costs,
assistant manager of the Bali
if any, are negligible.
Beach.
-There's -only one form for
"For the first few months
each employee and few em- our wives were busy seeing
ployers would balk at spending
the island, enjoying the festia few extra pennies to save
vals and the artists like any
hundreds of dollars," he said.
visitor," he said. "But that
Eddins thinks the real
doesn't go on forever. It's
problem lies in not getting,.the
hard on wives because we
information about WIN, to
must be around the hotel very
long hours, day and night. We
don't have time to miss the
restaurants and theater and
all the rest as much as they
'11,do
The hotel, 10 stories high,
was built by former President
Sukarno's government with
Japanese •war reparations
funds. his supenialY operated
-by the.U.S.-based Inter-Continental Hotel chin. Its general
manager is Svis-born Alfred
g••ce
• ,ro
Hatt, whose credits include

Business

SelfYour
House

VW/

birth defects
are forever...
unless y'bu
help

(March of Dimes)

Givc
to the
Mardi
of Dimes

TO•1•

•V 1001/ 1,111111.40

PORTABI.
G.E., bawl
Has cutting
7149.

TOY POOI
weeks old.$
5649.

TLEETWO
24'x60', ga
Must sell,
7645

GIRL'S CIA
Petite. Phor

Buddy Hack vs. Sweet Daddy Watts

CORN FOR
Manning 48!

Admission Gen $2 00-Ruigside-$3.00
Child Under 12-81.00

Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees
SERVICES OFFERED

It You

Miss Your Paper

TRAILERS;. ALSO furnished BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
apartment in Murray. Phone 753- also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
9957.
February 7C
TEC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.

Please Phone
Your

UNFURNISHED GARAGE
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
s apartment, two bedrooms, 1L2
Installation or rework. No job too
baths. No pets. Couples only.
big or too small. Call Jim for
Available to the right persons.
Cribbin said. "And if they deestimate, 436-2159.
February
By RUCSE-1-1
Phone 753-6945 after 4,30
If No Results:
your job, you will be so
fine
19NC
DENBURGH
VAN
p.m.
F6P
you
that
their
work
doing
busy
Phone
Copley News Service
will have little time to do your
TWO MOBILE homes in Coach SEWING, JUST for you.
own."
Many managers are workmanagement Estates and Fox Meadows. $75.00 Reasonable prices. Phone 753Gribbin
said
and
subordinates
their
ing for
Before 5:00 p.m.,
F2P
Skills call for the delegation of and $90.00. See to appreciate. 1263 after 3:30p.m. _
many parents are the slaves
Phone 753-3855
F2C
subordinates
to
authority
Then
of their children, a leading
'But the delegation oi aumanagement authority said in
After 5:30 p.m. and
thority and work often is up- THREE DOOR clean up shop, for SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
an interview
rAna
tkniuf
nsactur
Gued
ttearnd
ward," Cribbin said, "and it rent immediately. Phone
Until 6:30 p.m.
Dr. James J Cribbin, proInstallation,
irkstailedb)'
then becomes a question of 4763.
F
75
10
3.
fessor of management at St.
who is really working for
phone 753-8407 or 753John's University in New
whom. If you do not delegate
8992.
March 6C
York, said managers often
authority and responsibility, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
livirupywoom,
kitchen,
bathroom
are victimized by their suboryou will end up working for
with shower and bath One or two
dinates and parents generally
your subor nates "
'JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
their
children
are worked by
Crtbbtri said most persons bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
'because they have failed to
who go to work start off each ment,South 16th Street, 753carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or
504 Main
define theinovm jobs or roles.
February 27NC 753-7625 nights.
day wanting to work but often 6609.
TFC
"ff you as managers or parare thwarted by meddlesome
ents do not define your job or
managers who do not allow THREE BEDROOM trailer, with WILL BABY-SIT evenings in my
role, your employes or chiltheir employes to expand 1,2 bath. Garbage disposal, home. Experienced. Can furnish
dren will define it for you,"
their responsibilities and central heat, air conditioner. references. Phone 753-6686. F5C
Located Mobile Home Village.
"Most good managers do Phone 753-6168 days and 753-4743
not come around too much," nights.
F3C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Let Us Gift Wrap It
Cribbin said. "They have
Control.phone 753-39I9, 100 South
learned that you do not have TWO BEDROOM apartment and 13th Street "Every day you
to eat a whole tub of butter to 10' wide two bedroom trailer. delay lets bugs have their
find out if it is sweet or salty." Phone 753-5980.
F3C
TFC
Cribbin said a good manhis
emtalked
with
ager. if he
100 ACRES soy bean land Ptione FOR ALL you additionsployes only once each six
F3C
after 5:00p.m.
437-4364
remodeling, residential or
months, could boost producmakcent
by
commercial. New or old. Free
per
10
to
20
tivity
Clandge's in London and the
LARGE
MODERN
three
room
Magistrate- District
ing them answer just four
Plaza in New York
apartment, furnished. Couples estimates. Call 753-6123.
questions.
TFC
-Our physical facilities are
1. How much more do you only. No pets. Phone 753-7846 or
better than most hotels," Hatt
for
PRITCHETT,
JOE
753-1409.
F5C
know now than you did six
said. "The hotel is well-built
FRESS ESTIMATE on septic4._magistrate for District 1. March
ago'
months
and spacious. But the key to
2. How much more skill do TWO BEDROOM house, 4U.i tank installation. Phone 753our unique mood is the BaliTFC
you have than you had six South 11th, 875.00 per month. 7850.
nese themselves. They are
Possession immediately. Phone
ago?
months
A NEEDY organization needs
very pleasant people, con•
FIC
3. What small improve- Bob Miller 753-2920.
toys suitable for ages 4-6. If you
scienUous, among the nicest
WILL
KEEP one child in my have any please call 753-3230 or
ments have come out of your
-people on earth. -----home.-Phone 7534531.
F5C 753-8138 after 3:00 p.m. These
group in the last six months?
"Personnel are a problem
ROOM unfurnished
4, How much have your atti- THREE
F2C
toys will be picked up.
in most hotels. But here serapartment. Phone 753-1273. F2P
tudes toward your job and
vice does not slide off as in
JERRY's REFINISHING &
your organization improved TWO BEDROOM trailer, car- Custom
most places. We must give the
Built Furniture, 6 miles
in the last six months'
The
Red
Balinese themselves credit
peted throughout, electric heat, South of Murray on Hwy. 641. ATTENTION!
answers
you
get
positive
"If
Geranium in Canton is moving
for that."
water.
Located
Green
Acres
city
Jerry
Mccey,
owner.
(502)
492to these questions you probThe staff is enormous, a toCourt, North 16th Street Ext. 8837.
TFC Match 1. All present inventory is
ably are a good manager and
one-half prite. Sale hours are,TO
tal of 1,056 persotts raring for
or
762-2997.
ESC
Phone
753-3043
have a good chance of moving
to 5 daily.
guests in a 300-room estabFebruary 21C
Cribbin
said.
"But
if
ahead,"
lishment.
about
house,
THREE
BEDROOM
don't
pedple tell you they
It includes an arts and cul10 miles north of Murray, 1 mile
know, watch out because you
ture department that stages
MUSIC
off highway. Phone 437-4492. F1C
are in trouble."
for
dances in an outdoor theater
The professor said several
Passports
at the hotel and arranges with
companies have established ONE BEDROOM furnished
villagers for the presence of
v Applications
peol any
ri,azhneyro
the policy that no one in the apartment near the university.
guests at their festivals.
Sec
more
v Announcements
organization can be promoted $65.00 per month. Phone 753-1345
Wu
'Organsother
Among the staff are 180 enuntil he can demonstrate to before 9:00 a.m. Or after 6:00
piano
v Anniversaries
Sales ServiceeRental
gineers. The hotel's five gut
purchase Practice piano and
his superiors that he has p.m.
F5C
v
Weddings
erators produce 5,150 kilostudios
J & B Music Center,
trained someone to take over
' Murray Ky 753 7575
watts, more than triple the
v Babies
his job.
FURNISHED THREE room
electrical capacity of the town
"In a real good orgaruza- apartment, couples only. Phone
of Denpasar, the Balinese
tion, if an executive drops 753-6524. Available February'
PIANO TUN I NG-Rep-air-- -capital.
- dead at 10 a.m., they will
10.
F1C
rebuilding. Prompt expert serhave one ready to take over
There is a medical clinic
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
503 Poplar St
by 10:01 a.m., Cribbin said. EXCELLENT BUILDING for
with two physicians. A flight
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dser.
by
were
urged
Managers
catering department probody or cleanup shop. Equipped
Murray. Kentucky. Phone 753their
make
lists
of
to
Cribbin
duces meals for four airlines
with five H.P. air compressor,
8911.
F2C
duties under four headings in
serving Bali. Close to 100 peonatural gas. 4 electric doors
an effort to establish their job
ple oversee a fleet of taxis and
Phone 753-3018
.
ESC
definitions and to guide them
small tour buses which roam
Music Lessons
authority
and
delegating
in
this picture-book island and
Professional teachers of
of
the
delegation
preventing
P.ano, organ, voice, guitar
climb to the lip of 10,308-foot
accordion, drums and band
duties to them from their subMt. Agung, whose volcano
instruments
J & B Music
ordinates. The headings are:
devastated the northeast corCenter, Murray, Ks, 753
organizethe
does
What
I.
7575
ner of the island in 1963 and
About Qui_
'bon demand that I do persontook 1,500 lives.
ally?
Aluminum Sheets
COMPLETE HOME
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Despite wages that range as
2. What does the boss deJerry Cain, 7534712. Registered
low as $5 a month, this huge
mand that I do personalty!'
REMODELING
-craftSinan Piano Technician
hotel staff is among the most
3. What is it that I alone can
each
ingratiating to be found any.
TFC
do?
FREE
„
where. Bowing and smiling,
, 4. What is It that I should do_
The Ledger & Times
lovely Balinese girls work in
ESTIMATE
because of the great risk to
pairs as room maidf,' never
isle if a subordinate fails to do
103 N. 4th Street,
failing to greet their guests by
it?
mite upon arrival and depar"Everything' that does not
Murray, Ky.
ture. They decline tips, posigo on the list should be dele753-0961
Phone
753-1910
tively and invariably.
gated," Cribbin said
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753-7278
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CALL

BROWN I
American s
Good condit
1742. '

Janette Collins vs. Marlene Belkas

Balinese hotel
staff is tops

Sell
Your
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GIRLS * GIRLS * GIRLS

- 753-1916

DURABLE -- Landmark Eittei tower, now 84 nas 'een caned in good shape by
Societe de la Tour Eiffel Paris, France Some peopie wee afraid it was rusting at the
Joints

75,

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

BALDWIN
Rent to put
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Post Office,
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electric ski
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'AGE FIFTEEN
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it With A Classified Ad

75all16 Se

753C11916

•
4w4w.••••

FOR SALE

Gym

BROWN WING back early
American sofa, tangerine chair.
Good condition. Phone 753- 1742.
F1C
PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
G.E., bought new in September.
Has cutting board top. Phone 7537149.
FIC

VS.
11“),

TOY POODLE white male, 6
weeks old. $65.00. Phone 7535649.
F1C
FLEETWOOD DOUBLE wide,
24'x60', gas furnace, central.
Must sell, $8600.00 Phone 7
7645.
.F5C

FOR SALE

Another View°

FOR SALE

PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating, ComF15C
pany. Phone 753-7266.

WeArtfierS.SAPesesiSeaWiniedysise.esSeinWeeseierliNW.P

The Youth Shop
Main
504
Behind Peoples Bank

, SALE ITEMS
1/
3

to 1/2 off

NEW SHIPMENTS DAILY

.s

_

elkas
Watts

cees

fou
r Paper
Phone

Ir

arrier
St

lesults

)ne

1916

00 p.m.,
en
p.m. and
30 p.m.

F278

th Shop

lain
Infant

nant

Wrap It

1UNN
District
for
HETT,
strict 1. March

inization needs
ages 4-6. If you
call 7534230 or
00 p.m. These
F2C
up.

Red
The
nton is moving
ant inventory is
iI hours are. l0.

February21C
31C

3rgans
people buy
I any other
eryice- Ftental
hce piano and
ausic center,
3758.- •
1 N G Repai riipt expert SCEwrience. Rebuilt
Ben W. 1/y er.
.ky. Phone 753F2t'
OssOTIS
teachers 01
voice guitar
imy and band
B Music
753
ay. Ky

GIRL'S CLOTHES,7 and 8 Junior
Petite. Phone 492-8216.
F2C
CORN FOR Sale Phone Dannie
Manning 489-'2328.
F2P
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. LAmardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
F2C

HOLSTEIN CALVES
z-i SrEE9

- BULLS or HEIFERS

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

ct Phone

489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

o

eiS Pod ON -AO ',gots own.
ow,
1.• On./ hobo*

"THERE YOU GO, PAT, LEADING AGAIN.'

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat. wall te
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ment has living room, bedroom,
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. kitchen and bath with shower.
Two bedroom furnished ho • Well insulated with rockwool in
with living room, kitchen, utility the ceiling, storm doors and
roem and bath, paneled walls. windows. Good investment
electric heat. storni windows and property for only $25,500.00.
storm doors, nee ly painted. Including two electric table top
large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting hot water heaters, 2 electric
and
electric
2
1.4. $100.00 per month. Priced for stoves
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including refrigerators. Also furnished
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
Olen table, with chairs, electric 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
stove, electric refrigerator. per year. Shown by appointment
Shown by appointment only. only. Phone John Pasco. Jr., 753TFNC
7278
Phone J,,hn Paseo, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.
TWO OR three bedroom house,
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
includes new dinette, patio and
acres in Dukedom. ,/ mile highgarage. Also all fixtures new.
Write
well.
4"
new
way frontage,
Phone 753-9288 or can be seen at
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
1613 West Main.
F3P
Tennessee 38226. .February 27C

CLEAN CARPETS the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer 31 00 Big K. LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
F3C in Kentucky. No increase in
Belaire Shopping Center.
prices. Country Boy Stores,
iNSURANCE: Homeowners. Army Surplus. 9 miles from
Sears SEAMLESS
Farmou-ners and Mobile Homes. Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Gutterin
Aluminum
Low rates, broad coverage, 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
INSTALLED
Excellent claim - service. Check 4:00 p.ni.
F3C
CuffOof.-maae of ea, home
with us before you buy. Galloway
by out #oceD•y-on-.Pwrel,
()Ow e•e.,e, Wed , Feb 18
Insurance & Realty Agency. THREE BEDROOM doublePhone 753-5842.
Pebruary 7C wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Call 753-2310
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
o FREE ESTIAMTE
GOOD USED house trailer. Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6150. F3C
Sears Condos Sales Office
Living room, kitchen, bedroom
soures.de Shopping Center
AUCTION SAi.f:
tub and shower. Also air con- 20"BOY'S bicycle, 5 speed
ditioner_ Priced at $650.00 for Phone Joe Kim Harmon, 1214
Saturday February 3rd, at 1:00 p.m.
quick sale. Phone.436-5403 or 436- Dogwood Drive,753-8677.
I Aicated 18 miles ot Murray near t'ypress Creek Resort
1412
Daily Luncheon Special
5425.
F3P
Located 18 miles south of Murray
18 a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday
near Cypress Creek Resort.
OVAL BR1ADED rugs, varied
thru Friday, Meat, 3
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. sizes and colors, ft months to P2
Follow Signs
‘egetables & roll...$1.15.
Used Baldwin organs. Used years old. Moving, quick sale
Due to the ill health, Joe Beard is offering for sale. Brick
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo Phone 753-7243.
AL INN
Veneer Home with 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, full basement,.2
Piano Company, across from
fireplaces on approximately 1'2 acre lot. House to be
Post Office, Parts, Term.
F2C THIRTY WEANING pegs,8 sows,
auctioned at 2 p.m. Partial list • 1969 Ford pickup and 2
SALE."While a lasts-.
2 full blooded yorkshire boars, 1 CARPET
bodies sold separate, 8 inch table saw, Router..
camper
29' HOLIDAY Rambler travel harnpshire and duroc mixed. Buy good carpet cheap. Heavy
Skill Saw, Turning Lathe, J.C. Higgins, 12 gauge shotgun,
to choose
colors
many
shags,
trailer. Bought new July, 1972. Phone 436-2220 or 436-5454.
F3C
target pistols, Stevens 22 automatic rifle, C.B. portable,
from, $3.95 yard. Rubber back
Cost over 39,000.00. Perfect
base and CLR 2 antenna with 100 ft. lead in wire. plumbing
condition. Must sacrifice, VA LOANS, no down payment for commercial type tweeds, 12' and
supplies consisting of copper and plastic tubing, con$6,800 00. or best offer_ Also 1969 qualified veteran. 12 years to 15' widths, only $2.99 square
nectors and E.T. C., Electrical supplies of wiring, boxes,
Thunderbird 16 boat, 85 H.F' pay. Drive on out almost to yard. Many colors to choose
plugs,
switches. etc. Tools and tool box, roto-tiller,
heavy
motor and tilt trailer. Like new, Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. from 12' and 15' . widths,
Wurlitzer juke box, 2 kitchen safes, drink bar, 15 ft.
31500 00 cash. Phone 753-0542 or Bank financing on spot. Bill's plush carpet, only $3.95 square
freezer, Dining table and (-hairs, red & white metal tables,
see at 185 Riviera Courts, Mobile Homes, 3900 South yard. 12' and 15' heavrpattern
room suite cafe stools, chairs, filing cabinets
living
yard.
square
$3.95
Murray.
Beltltrie Highway, Paducah, Ky., carpet, hi-lo,
pecan
secretary desk, bed room suite, lamps, bureau,
back,
F3(' New printed carpet, rubber
4434150.
maple china cabinet, table and chairs, 2 book cases, end
yard.
$3.95 square
only
FOUR H.P. garden tiller Almost
and coffee tables. 26 inch black and white T.V.set of childs
Thoukands and thousands of
nett. Very cheap. Phone 436ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
books, tape recorder. 2 stereos, 3 tables, cherry
craft
F6C Mayfield, Kentucky, on the yards in stock. Come see and
wardrobe, chest of drawers. 7 ft. pool table, Many Other
have what
Waiting..We
NO
save.
Items.
TWO SPRINGING Jersey cows. Benton Highway. Travel trailers, we advertise in stock. Vinyl
pickup camper, toppers. We also
ttree years old Phone 753Sale held Rain or Shine Not responsable in case of Accident.
cushion floor, $2.25 yard, Mobile,
F3P rent campers by the week or $1.99 yard and supreme $2.79
6968
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Wayne Wilson Auctioneer and Realtor
Open 6 days a week.
F.-3C square yard.
2303.
Charles Thompson App. Auctionees
10'x48',
Murray,
IN
TRAILER
Monday through Saturday, 8:00two bedrooms, washing machine,
Paschall Discount House,
00.
5set and underpinned. Phone TWO BEDROOM mobile home Hazel. Ky. 492-9733.
1TP
F7C 8'x40'), extra clean, air conMayfield 2474107.
HELP WANTED
AUCTION SALE, Highway 641,
ditioning, electric heat, newly
CLOSE OUT sale on all shoes in
three miles north of Paris, every
Price
inside.
redecorated
BEDROOM SUITE with springs
to choose AVON CAN brighten your life- Friday night. This week another
F7C stock, over 1500 pairs
and mattress; two end and one $1100.00. Phone 436-2448.
from. Prices range from $2.00 to with extra cash you can earn as big load from St. Louis. Glass,
coffee table: couch and chair and
$10.00 pair, nothing over $10.00. an Avon Representative. It's a dishes, furniture, electric pot
two lamps. Phone 753-3152. F3C WALNUT UPRIGHT piano, This is a complete stock turnover great way to end money worries- welder, air compressor.- table
975.00. Ironright ironer, $35.00. and everything must go. New selling our famous products in and skill saw, television and lots
WESTINGHOUSE 18000 BTU air Radio with built-in guitar am- brands and • styles arriving soon. your spare time. Calt 443-3366 more. Auctioneers, Shorty McF5C
conditioner, bought new, used plifier, $35.00. All in good con- Shoe Mart, 101 South 13th Street. Collect.
Bride-247 and James E. TravisFIC Phone 753-7337.
dition. Phone 753-3732.
only 2 months. Phone 753F3C
278.
F2C
WANTED SKILL finish carF3C
8334.
FIC
1966 DODGE long wheel base FORD FERGUSON tractor, late penter. Phone 474-2792.
ONE PURE bred Angus bull, 8 truck with camper. Good con- model. Has disc, plow and
ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday,
months of age, approximate dition. $650.00. Tennessee mower. Excellent condition. MALE FULL time day manager February 3, 1:00 p.m. Henry
and
clean
Must
needed.
be
neat,
weight 550 pounds. Phone Ray walking horse, black, with Phone 436-5818.
F3C
post
with desire to push ahead. Ex- Auction House, next door to
Brownfield 753-1721, on Johnny papers. Two horse factory made
office, Henry. Tenn. Lots of old
not
but
perience
desired,
saddle.
I-'IP trailer. English riding
Robertson Road.
JUST ARRIVED large shipment
furniture, glass, china, jewelry
Phone 753-8117 from 800 a.m. to of greeting cards of all kinds. necessary. Salary open, benefits and lots more. Also sate will go on
in
AM-FM STEREO receiver with 6:00 p.m. or 753-8567 after 6:00 New design. See at 1624 Olive or included. Contact Mr. Dailey
of
person at Burger Chef, 1304 West Saturday night as usual. Lots
F5C phone 75347127
8 track tape player, one pair of p.m.
F3NC
good merchandise for the night
Main.
Frc
two way air suspension speakers.
sale. Auctioneers, James McExcellent condition. Less than COMPLETE SET of new Miracle MAGNAVOX STEREO with tape
Bride-336 and James CooperNEED
extra
LADIES:
miailey?
492Phone
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after Maid Cookware.
player, AM-FM radio, $350.
F2(
500.
3
work
to
hours
5
to
illing
Per
FIC Phone 489-2651.
TFNC 8568.
9700 p.m.
F
day' Make $75.00 to $100.00 per
FOR QUICK disposal, cheap. 12'x60' JETLINER mo 'le home, THINKING OF first line quality week. Car necessary. Write Box HOUSEHOLD AUCTION Sale
F3C
s, all carpet? Then check our prices. 193, Buchanan,Tenn.
Frigidaire refrigerator, large two
OCIITLS,
Saturday, February 3, 1:00 p.m
entral Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
freezer compartment. Excellent car
way between Kiritsey and
WANTED GIRLfor part time
ti ng. Like Street.
condition. Apartment size heat
March 6C
Stella, at Harley Bolen home
amount
work
in
sales
and
small
y appointment.
electric cook sieve. Other new.
F'1P
of general office work. Write phone 489-2506.
tland, phone 753household items too numerous to
COMPLETE 327 motor, just been giving
experience to P.O. Box 32F5C overhauled. Four speed tranmention. First come, first serve. 3786.
FIC
F, Murray,Ky.
Phone 753-7371 after 6:30 p.m.F2C
smission, new shifter. Phone 7531966-135 MASSEY Ferguson, one 5696.
F2C
WANTED EXPR1ENCED
12'x60' MOBILE home, all owner, multipowered. Phone
sewing machine operators for
with
furnished
electric, fully
Puryear, Tenn., 1-901-247speed
10
CUSTOM BUILT
these extras; Hot Point washer 3914.
FIC bicycle, brand new. Must sell. evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00. Please
apply to Sager Glove Corp., 415
and dryer, two door refrigerator,
Very cheap. Phone 753-7407. F2P Seuth 4th
Street, Murray, betdeluxe range, air conditioned. KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
and storm windows. Phone 753- shag rug specialist that adjusts to TWO BEDROOM 1957, 8'x40' ween 1:00 and 3:30 p.m. ' F3C
F6P
9335.
all carpets. For sales and service mobile home. Good condition.
Ledger & Times•
WAITRESS,
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after $995.00. Air conditioner included. EXPERIENCED
Want A o clean
;uWsea
HOMEI.ITE CHAIN saws 5:00p.m.
February 19C Phone 435-4492.
F6P full time, must be neat and fast.
0
Good working conditions good
Waldrop Sax and Lock Shop, 207
unused items. 0
F
Apply
tips.
No
calls.
phone
South 7th Street. Pebruary 20C
FOR QUICK disposal, , cheap. COCKER SPANIEL puppies, Colonial House Smorgasbord.F3C
Frigidaire refrigerator, large registered, blonde, 6 weeks old.
Sell them fast
WANTED TO RENT
F2C
freezer compartment. Excellent Phone 753-4988.
Ledger & Times Want 1
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO RENT: two bedroom condition. Apartment size
0
10'x55' TRAILER, 1964 model,
Ad.
_
0
unfurnished apartment or house. electric cook stove. Other
extra nice. Two bedroom, LOST FOX hound in vicinity of
0
Prefer one with stove and household items too numerous to
carpeeefectric heat, washer, air Donelson's Grocery. Black and
refrigerator furnished. Phone mention. First come, first serve.
conditioned, underpinning, porch white, female. If found call 753753-1247 days or 753-1667 after Phone 75.3-7317 after 6:30 p.m. F and step. Phone 753-9941.
F'6C :1448 after 4:00p m.
F311 AWILIBOIMIlhlkIkW1a.
Tic
FtC
• 6:00p.m.

10% OFF

................
$ Kick The •
$ Storage •
•
•
l i, Habitli
'' •
j many
t

r
o

g

iDial 753-19161

4

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER; three bedroom
brick, two baths, living room,
kitchen-den combination, built-in
cabinets including refrigerator
and stove, built-in bookcases in
living room,central heat and air,
new carpet and vinyl throughout.
store room off carport, plus Sears
10'x12' store house, anchored on
Immediate
pad.
concrete
possession. Phone anytime. except betweeri 4:30, Friday and
5:30 Saturday, 753-9407, or see at
1515 Kirkwood.
F5C
ntique
FOUR BEDROOM
brick, two level home. Very
large paneled family room with
built-in cabinets, two baths,
carpeted kitchen with appliances. ample storage, 2300
square feet, plus enclosed
garage, paved drive, patio,'
landscaped lot. New central
heat and air unit. Near shopping
center. Phone 753February 5C
8731.

AUCTION SAI.E

AUCTION SALE

up 0

; and Repair.
1712. Registered
no. Technician
TFC

REAL ESTATE / OR SALE

NEEDED...
Several new listings to replace the ones recently sold! All types
of listings will be appreciated.
THREE ACRE TRACT WITH a 2-bedroom frame house Exterior has asbestos siding,
interior has practically new paneling and hardwood floors. Located 5 miles Southeast of
Murray.
SPACIOUS TWO-STORY BRICK AND CEDAR SHINGLE HOME Has four bedrooms,
living room, dining room, kitchen family room, 21i baths, huge foyer with open staircase,
two car garage Equipped with wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, dishwasher,
disposal, range and oven,lireplace in the family.room. One of Murray's best homes.
$8,700 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 2 acre tract of land and a good solid 2-bedroom frame
home. Located on a good blacktop road The house has been re-worked recently and has a
totally new kitchen.
TURF,F, BEDROOM BRICK HOME on an 80'x200' lot. near Robertson School. Has 1 1't
baths, kitchen with refrigerator, range and disposal, large family room utility room,
carport. Possession can be had immediately
heat
PURYEAR HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION-A brand new 3-bedroom brick that has central
and air, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen-family room with built-ins, 100'x212' lot. 90 per cent
financing is available.
DUPLEX-large frame home at 506 Pine Street is producing a good return on the investment now and has potential for much more Check our low price on this one.
200 ACRES,located approximately 10 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 63 acres in Kentucky
and the balance in Tennessee. This farm has been neglected for many years or the price
would be much higher than the listed price of $150 per acre As is, it would make an excellent "retreat." With some dozer work, it could again become a good producing farm.
FOUR BEDROOM,TWO-STORY HOME with an extra large basement Has 2 fireplaces, 3
baths, carpeting, central heat and air, 2 car garage, range, dishwasher. disposal. 2 acre lot.
located within 2 blocks of the University,on North 16th Street.
NINE ACRE TRACT with no buildings. Good tillable land and has access to water from a,
deep well on the adjoining property
1 1-2 STORY BRICK HOME, with a full basement Has 3-bedrooms, I 12 baths plus a shower
in the basement), living room, dining room, kitchen with range and disposal, deep lot.
located near downtown Mw-ray.
LIKE NEW APPEARANCE Four bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bath, large hallway
located on a one acre tract in the Faxon School area. Has several nice shade trees and a
new well.
LESS THAN FM PER ACRE-An extraordinarily inexpensive cattle farm with running
-water the year around, 14 mile blacktop frontage, good well, small stock barn and 85 acres
All for $16,500.
OWNERS HAVE MOVED OUT OF THE AREA and need to sell a 4-room frame home just
North of Hazel Has wall to wall carpeting, newly paneled-walls, aluminum siding, one acre
lot, good well, fruit trees, chicken house with a fenced-in lot lasted at $10,000 but will accept
a reasonable offer.
INCOME PROPERTY ON HWY 121 Southeast -Consists of a two-story block building with
living quarters upstairs, 3 furnished mobile homes, a 4-bedroom frame house, well water or
. city water, 173'x200' lot. Priced at only $18-,500.
$1,100 DOWNPAYMENT AND A monthly payment of $51.97 including 6 oer cent interest)
will buy a large 4-bedroom frame home at 4th & Gilbert Street, in Hazel. Has gas heat. city
water and sewerage, 2 fireplaces, large corner lot. Full price 86,200.
PRE-FAB STEEL BUILDING WITH A 40'x40' shop area plus 3 offices and a waiting room.
Offices are caePeted. paneled and air conditioned. Has good well and 2 acres of land.
, LOTS:
Waterfront lot on Barkley Lake
128'x256' lot on Hwy. 121, S.E.
135'x271' lot on US-641,South
150'x200' lot on Hwy.94, West
100'x150' corner lot in Sherwood Forest
95.x220' lot on Irvin Cobb Rd.
Choice of Slots on Stella-Kirksey Rd
Mobile Home lots throughout the county
Many other lots in Jackson Acres, lakeway
Shores. Panorama Shores, Pine Bluff Shores and Keniana Shores

$5,500
$3,000
$3,750
$8,000
$2,500
$1,500
From $1.500
From $695

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th 8 Maple Streets

' •

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3.744
Fulton-E. toting, 753-4946:
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

•
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Murray State Committee .
Continued from Page It
returned to the University of
renewed purpose in the Kentucky to earn his doctoral
degree in education, and in 1947
university community."
was named principal of
Sparks ides often expressed
Mayfield High School, the post
feeling that a person in an
left one year later to join the
he
administrative post should not
Murray State faculty.
continue beyond the end of the
Mrs. Sparks is the former
fiscal year following his 65th
Lois Ogden Stiles of Irvington,
27,
July
on
was
65
birthday. He
and they have three children,
of last year.
all married.
"Circumstances in a no-crisis
Mrs. Lena Sparks, the
situation undoubtedly provide
96-year-old mother,
president's
the best environment for such a
has made her home with her son
transition as.has its beginning
and his family at "Oakhurst",
here today," the statement
the traditional campus home of
time
opportune
said. Now is an
Murray State presidents since
for me to step aside and for the
1936, for the past several
board of regents to begin Its
months.
search for a successor"
A keen administrator and a
More than half of Sparks' 43
dedicated educator, Sparks is a
years of work in public
past president of the Kentucky
education have been spent in
Education Association and Is
with
association
some kind of
one of the state's best and most
Murray State. including years
popular speakers. He has made
as a professor and chairman of
as many' as 22 high school
education and four years while
addresses within the
ex-officio chairman of the graduation
span of one year
board of regents as superinDuring his administration six
tendent of public instruction, as
major construction projects,
years
as
five
than
well as more
costing more than $11,700.000.
president
have been completed on the
-Despite the fact that I
university's 213-acre main
received in formal education
campus, or in connection with
elsewhere.- the statement
it.
continued. "I consider myself
- These include - Faculty Hall,
an alumnus of Murray State—
an eight-story classroom
for it is here that I have gamed
building; Regents Hall, a 10meaningful
most
the
story residence hall for women;
educational experience of my
the 11-story Price Doyle Fine
life.
Arts Center. which houses
'My wife, Lois, and I plan to
art, as
immeasurable theatre arts, music and
our
show
well as the division et radiogratitude and our pride in our
television-film; a $1.5 million
scbool in the best way we know
to the university
addition
how and that is in making
laboratory school; and the
Calloway County our home and
recently-completed $500,000
in becoming two more active
biological station on Kentucky
faces in the crowd of devoted
Lake, which will be put into full
and faithful alumni."
Journalism at Murray State operation this summer
One other, an academicwas elevated in status from a
complex, costing $5.3
athletic
division to a department by the
is under
board, and Dr_ L.J. Hortin, who million, currently
construction on the campus,
has been serving as director of
comdivision, was named and is exptected to be
-the
pleted in August of this year.
departmental chairman
Started in the fall of 1969. the
William N. Cherry was also
has been- plagued by
project
chairman
to
acting
named
constructional
delays, work
succeed F.B. Holston in the
contractural
department of agriculture. His stoppages,
appointment will become ef- disputes, litigation and a
contractors To inHowton•s change of
upon
fective
clude a _16.000-seat football
retirement as chairman July 1.
Members of the board voted
to name the university.
auditorium the Laurine Wells
Lovett Auditorium in honor of
Mrs Lovett of Owensboro, a
member of the board of regents
that built the auditorium and a
daughter of the school's founder. Dr Rainey T Wells.
Four men, including Howton,
Five persons charged in _a
were sekted to receive drug raid on Kentucky Lake
honorary doctoral degrees at pleaded not guilty to charges in
Murray State this spring. Marshall COunty Court. and a
Others are- First District U.S. sixth escaped custody..
Congressman Frank A. Stub- Benton, Wednesday
blefield, of Murray: former
Phillip David Burkeen, 20, of
Gov and U.S. Sen Earle C Benton escaped the custody of
Clements of Washington; and law enforcement officials
Preston ''Ty" Holland. who Tuesday night after he had been
retired to the arrested a short time earlier
recentlyclassroom and administrative and charged with trafficking in
duties after 43 years as football a
controlled
substance,
coach at Murray High School
marijuana, when he went to the
In other action the board bathroom alone before being
heard a report of the jailed
acquisition of two parcels of
Other persons arrested with
property by the Murray State Burkeen at a lakeside cabin
University Foundation—one of were Kenny Earl Manning
23, of
3.2 acres on Main Street for Kevil, Joe Nal Harland, 21, of
$61,000 and a another of 3.5 Barlow. Jennifer J. Garrett. 18,
acres on the Mayfield Bypass Murray. Route Three. Douglas
for $50,004-and asked Neale Eugene Garrett, 20. Murray
and Long to study a recom- Route Three. and Donald Lee
mendation by the state Browne, Calvert
City
department of finance that the
All five pleaded not guilty and
old University School building
were released on 1250 bond
be razed and to make a report at
each Their trials have been
the next meeting March 31.
w-licheduled for February 14.
Sparks succeeded Dr. Ralph
The cabin, which was
H. Woods as president Woods
reportedly rented by Burkeen,
retired after 23 years in the
is located some 10 miles east of
office.
Kentucky 963,
Sparks was inaugurated as Benton on

Five Plead
Not Guilty To
Drug Charges

the university's fifth president
on Oct. 21, 1968, colorful daylong ceremonies, the first
inaugural ever held on the
Murray campus.
Before
elected
being
superintendent of public instruction in 1963, he was
chairman of the department of
education at Murray State,
where he had been a faculty
member since 1948. He was
promoted to head of the
.department in 1952.
A native of
Rockcastle
County, he was graduated cum
laude from Transylvania
College in 1930 and began
teaching in Breckinridge
County.
By 1935, he was principal and
basketball coach at Irvington
High School. He served in those
two posts at the consolidated
Breckinridge County High
School until 1941.
During this time, he earned
his master's °degree in
education at the University of
Kentucky and then became
principal of the senior high
school at Russell in 1941: During
World War IT, he served in the
U.S. Navy, attaining the rank of
lieutenant commander.
After World War II, he

stadium, it was 'originally
scheduled for completion in the
fall of 1971.
Among major items of interest during Spark's administration have been these:
--F.stablishment of the School
of Fine Arts.
the
—Appointment
of
university's first ombudsman to
act as a link in communication
between students and faculty
and administration.
—Creation of the departments
of sociology and anthropology,
philosophy, Germanic
languages and journalism
-First faculty member and
first student representatives on
the university board of regents,
followed by the voting privilege
for each
—Hiring of the first black
faculty member and selection of
the first black cheerleaders.
—Initiation of a horsemanship program.
- Racial tensions that led to
an all-day convocation to air
black grievances on May 14,
1969, and to a six-month long
court battle that climaxed in
U.S. District Court to uphold
disciplinary action taken by the
board against four black
students who disrupted the
annual alumni Homecoming
Day luncheon Nov. 6, 1971.
Among Sparks' many honors
are - A Distinguished Alumnus
Award for the University of
Kentucky in 1968; the 1970 "Man
of The Year" Award from the
Murray ('hamber of Commerce, and an honorary doctorate from Union College in
Barbourville
In November. 1971, the
Murray State president was
awarded the Outstanding
Civilian Service Award in
recognition of his firm support
of the Reserve Officer Training
Corps I ROTC) program on the
campus.
The award is the second
highest honor bestowed upon
private citizens by the
Secretary of the Army on behalf
of the President of the. United
States,
The University's 20-year-old
ROTC program, a compulsory
one for beginning freshmen
men for 18 years, reverted to a
volunteer status with the
beginning of the 1971 fall
semester
Long a recognized leader and
active
participant
in
educational and civic activities,
Dr Sparks served as an
educational consultant to the
Republic of West Germany in
1964, and as president of the
Kentucky
Association
of
Colleges. Secondary and
ementary Schools
He was a member of the
planning committee for the
establishment of the Kentucky
Educational TV network, and
has served on the Kentucky
State Textbook Commission and
on numerous advisory committees for the National
Commissioner on Higher
Education.
He is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi. Phi Delta Kappa and
Phi Delta Phi, all honorary
educational and scholastic
fraternities.
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Rites Held For
Toy Farmer, Jr.

••••••=..

Funeral services for Toy
Farmer, Jr., formerly of
Calloway County, were held
Monday, _January 22, at two
p.m. -at the chapel of the
Roberts
F'uneral
Hume,
Mayfield, with Bro. John
Hoover officiating.
Pallbearers were George H.
Walson, Jim McGill, L.V.
Youngblood, Neale Pryor,
Jerry Ford, and Jim Canter. Interment was in the Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Farmer, age 57, died Sunday,
January 21, at the Conimunity
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
retired plumber and a member
of the Northside Church of
Christ, Mayfield. He was the
son of the :ate Toy F'arnier and
Laura - Owens Farmer of
Calloway County..
The former county man is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marguerite
Farmer
of
Mayfield; two daughters, Miss
Dorothy Mae Farmer and Mrs.
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele and deputies Maurice Wilson and Curt Willoughby uncovered
Floria Sanderson, both of
this stash of marijuana, which had been left to dry in an attic of a house in the county.
Mayfield; two sons, Oscar
Photo by Hay Bowman Farmer and Paul Farmer, both
of Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs.
.Anna Laura Fisher of Memphis.
Slight Improvement
Tenn., and Mrs Pauline Kinible
of Sarasota, Fla

7th Day Adventists 1Shows
Contribute Funds
To Managua Aid
Residents of
Murray and
Calloway County helped in the
aid of the victims of the
Managua earthquake when they
contributed to funds solicited by
the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church in their annual
appeal for funds for welfare
services around the world last
fall.
Seventh-day
Adventist
Welfare Service No 1SAWS)
voted aid for these victims in
the amount of $40,000.
A report- from-.SA WS-board
chairman Theodore Carcich
said that as an initial step to
provide relief for the stricken
people of Nicaragua's capital,
city, SAWS has voted cash
totaling 812.000 on a matching
basis with the Adventists' Inter.
AmericanDivision office, or
$24.000 cash. The money will be
used for food and medical
supplies or a hatever the
greatest need may be.
Personnel from the Adventist
hospital 60 miles north of
Managua worked with the Red
Cross ingiving medical aid and
volunteers called
world
headquarters to offer their
services.
„Directing Adventist relief
operations in Managua is the
SAWS representative from the
Inter-American
Division
_ headquarters of the church,
A.H. Rifle', of Miami, Florida.

Stennis Remains In
J. W. Orr
Serious Condition Succumbs
WASHING l'oN M',
Seri
John C Stennis, shot twice in a
holdup. remained in very
serious condition today, but a
hospital spokesman said the 71year-old chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee
showed slight improvement
after spending a comfortable
night
The spokesman said at a 5
a.m CST briefing that the
pruspects for Stennis' recovery
were still -guarded." But hF
said the senator was awake and
his vital signs were good. The
next briefing was scheduled for
2 p.m.
Stennis'administrative assistant. Williamn Cres,swell. said
Stennis was "very alert" when
visited Wednesday night by his
wife, Coy, and son. John Hampton Stennis. He said John visited briefly again today about
5:30 a.m.

At Age 52

SHOT—Sen. John Stennis,
Went.. fl-Miss,, was reported in
serious condition after six hours
of surgery in Walter Reed Army
Medical Center following his
being shot as he arrived by
automobile in front of his home.

Police and FBI agents, meanwhile. checked police files and
visited several high schools in
an effort to learn the identity of -Any person who is very setwo teen-agers who are be- riously dr-faces this danger.
lieved responsible for shooting This is certainly true in the
Steams outside his northwest senator's case."
Washington home Tuesday
The senator's attackers renight.
portedly took his wallet conStennis underwent 6'7 hours taining credit cards, a gold
of surgery for the wounds -one pocket watch, his Phi Beta
in the thigh arid one which en- Kappa key and a 25-cent piece.
tered the chest and passed
Police and FBI spokesmen
through the stomach and the refused to comment on their inpancreas. He has been fed in- vestigation.
travenously and received mulThe Washington Post, howtiple blood transfusions.
ever, said authorities have foThe spokesman at Walter cused their efforts on known
Reed Army Medical Center, gun-arrying offenders and
('.C. Hinton of Fort Smith, Maj. Gen. Frank Garland. said youths arrested in the past in
Ark., father of Dr. Betty J. Stennis' condition was "still the
Northwest
Washington
Hinton of Murray, died Tuesday very serious and the prognosis neighborhood where Stennis has
in a hospital there He was 67 is guarded."
lived for more than 20 years.
But he said the Mississippi
years of age and had visited
National leaders, including
Democrat was "doing well in President Nixon, have exhere frequently.
Hinton is survived by his wife, view of his extensiVe wounds pressed their shock and conMrs Juanita Hinton of Fort and the subsequent surgery."
cern for Stennis, a 25-year SenSmith, Ark., one son, C C.
Garland said Stennis had ate veteran and a key backer
(Continued from Page 1
Hinton, Jr.. of Fort Smith and been in excellent health, which of a strong U.S. military
high, you can't squeeze one out one daughter, Dr. Hinton of "is one of the prime factors to
Many senators denounced the
of them.
Murray
his benefit."
attack on Stennis as an exFuneral and burial services
th; senator's life ample of the crime problem in
Asked
Thanks to the Calloway will be held in Fort Smith
was in danger, Garland said, the nation's cities.
County Health Center for
checking the noise level in the
plant. We called the other day to
see if they offer such a service
and they do. Representatives
iContinued from Page 1
came in yesterday/with what we
Jaycees." He described the presume was a decibel meter to
great achievements of Murray check the noise i which is
and Calloway County and measured in decibels, of the big
proposed a program of civic and press. It_checked out OK. The
count was 88 decibels at the far
community betterment.
State Senator Carroll Hub- end of the press and 91 to 93
bard, Mayfield, was a guest of about five feet from the folder.
the Jaycees and spoke briefly Present regulations call for no
on the aims al objectives of more than 90 decibels of noise
the organization. He introduced for an eight hour period. Of
State
Representative Terry course, the press does pot run
McBrayer from Greenup. all day.
Kentucky. who greeted the
The Ottawa Journal says that
organization and guests and
-•••••..
promised his support of if you subtract 40 from the
programs that would benefit the number of 'cricket chirps per
community and the state' as a minute and divide the result by
four and add 50 to the result you
a hole.
can tell the temperature.
Other speakers on the
program were: Robert Mobley,
It is difficult to drop out of the
Paducah, . Western Kgritucky school of hard knocks.
Jaycee, Regional Director;
Wake Sexton, Kuttawa, InTomorrow is Groundhog Day.
_ternational Jaycee Director-.
•
from Kentucky; Steve Worth
"The good education of youth
President. of Paducah JayceOf hits been esteemed by wise men
r
James Smith, Calvert City, in all ages as the surest foun-_
Area Representative.
-dation of the happinesa both Of
'WHERE STN.STEIIALS WAg SWOT—Pollee investigators examine a car in
front of the home of
New members to the Murray private families and tke ,Sen. John Stennis,
D-IWIss.. in Washington. D. C., after the senator was shot. Police said
StennisLot
club were introduced by commonwealth" • Benjamin
out of the car and was pecaSted by two men during an apparent holdup. He
underwent surgery forThe
President Durbin,
Franklin.
rlmoval of two bullets

Imes ...

Seen & Heard . .

.Dr. Hinton's
Father Expires

J W orr of Murray Route
Three, an employee of the
maintenance department at
Murray State University. died
Wednesday about 9:30 a.m. He
was 52 years of age.
Orr died as a result of a selfinflicted wound in the left chest,
according to Dr. Sledd. medical
officer for Henry- County, Tenn.
The body of Orr was found in hisautomobile parked south of
Crossland, about ILI miles
south of the KentuckyTennessee state line. The wound
was from a 20-gauge shotgun,
according to Dr. Sledd
The county man had left home
about 6.30 a.m. Wednesday. He
stopped at his uncle's home
near Hazel about eight a.m.,
had breakfast with them, and
asked his uncle for his gun to go
squirrel hunting. Orr was to
report to his work at Murray
State at 1:30 p.m and when he
had not returned by noon, his
family became concerned His
uncle and a neighbor went to the
place where Orr had said he
was going to hunt and found him
in his car, according to the
medical officer's report.
Orr had been employed at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital prior to his present
employment at Murray State.
He was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Born
August 29, 1920, in Henry
County. Tenn • he was the son of
Mrs. Myrtle aschall Orr of
Dallas, Texas, and the late
Elbert Orr.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Buchanan Orr of Murray
Route Three: his mother, Mrs.
Myrtle Orr, Dallas, Texas; two
daughters, Mrs, Linda Parris
and Mrs. Brenda Henderson,
Dallas. Texas; one son. Larry
Orr, serving with the U. S.
Army at El Paso, Texas; two
stepdaughters , Mrs. Wanda
Garland of Murray Route Flour
and Miss Anita Duncan of
Murray Route Three; one
stepson, Michael Duncan of
Murray Route Three; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Gregory of
Dallas. Texas; two brothers.
Henry and Noble Orr, Detroit,
Mich.; four grandchildren,
Kicky Orr of El Paso, Ricky
Parris, Lisa Henderson, and
Beronda Henderson, all of
Dallas, Texas.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Charles
Simmons and Rev. Odis Shultz
officiating.
Interment will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn., with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Linda S. Stubblefield
Named To Dean's List '
Miss Linda S. Stubblefield,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
.1 Stubblefield, of Hazel Route
Two has been placed on the
Dean's List at Freed-Hardman
College, Henderson, Tenn., for
the fall semester.
The student is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
niejoirigireliberal arts at
Freed-liarcieman.

Joe Parker
Expires At
Hospital
Joe Parker, 500 Vine Street
Murray, retired carpenter,
succumbed Wednesday at 2:45
p.m. at the Murray-Callowa \
County Hospital.
The Murray' man, age 75, wi
stricken at his home about on,
p.m. Wednesday' and taken t,
the local hospital where ht
expired. He was a member
the First Baptist Church and th,
Woodmen of the World. Mn
Parker was born August 19.
1897, in Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Myrtle Brown Parker, 500 Vimc
Street, Murray; one son, Bill \
Joe Parker, serving with the I.
S. Navy, Norfolk, Va.: one
sister, Mrs. Conrad C. I Grace )
Jones, 516 North 6th Street
Murray; one brother, R. P
Parker of Murray Route Three'
one grandson, James Michael
Parker; two granddaughters,
Miss Debbie Parker and Miss Susan Parker.
Funeral arrangements art
incomplete, but friends may
call at the J H. Churchill
Funeral Home

DECA

.

(Continued front Page 1)
know ledge of Kentucky, ap
pearance, and charm. Much of
the judging will be done prior to
ceremony at the Woman's Club
when the contestants will be
interviewed by the judges and
during a buffet dinner with tti,
judges at the Holiday Inn.
Music at the evenini.
ceremonies will be provided by
the Murray State University
Faculty Jazz Trio Composed of
Erwin Chandler, pianist, Leo
Blair, Bassist, and Chuck

timon.
Judges for the contest will be
Mrs KIZZif Cantrell. former
model and prusently teaching at
Murray Middle School, MISS
Dianne West, professional
singer and former Miss
Calloway County. and Dan
Brady, graduate assistant at
Murray State University School
of Business
All friends of Distributive
Education are cordially invited
to attend the crowning of th.
new DECA Sweetheart at the
Woman's Club house tonight at
7:30,

Gregg W. Lowry
Patient, Western
Baptist Hospital
Gregg IA' Lowry , graduate of
Murray State University, is now
a patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah, where he
underwent major surgery on his
leg that was broken in three
places in an automobile accident here on December 3,
1971. Bone grafts are being donc
to his leg.
Lowry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lowry of Alyston, Ill.,
formerly of Olney, Ill.. was
seriously injured in the accident
and was hospitalized at the
Paducah hospital for two
months due to his broken -leg
and broken arm at that time.
The injured man was a
graduate student at Murray
State when he was injured in
December 1971. He plans to
enter Optometrist College this
fall. His mother, Mrs. Charles
Lowry, and his fiancee, Miss
Sharon Adams of Centralia, Ill.,
are staying in Paducah while he
is a patient there.
Lowry would appreciate
hearing Am his friends. His
aikiress is Gregg Lowry. Room
253, Western Baptist Hospital,
2501
Kentucky
Avenue.
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market NewService February 1, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 821 Est, 400
Barrows and Gilts fully 25 cents
lower Sows steady
(26,090 to 211.000) is one of
thefi
US 1-2 200-2:i lbs.,
33.25-33.75.
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 32.50-33.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 32.00-32.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 31.25-32.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 27.00-2800
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 26.00-27.00
US 2-3 454650 lbs., 25.00-26.00
Boars 22.00-1.1.75
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